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This issue we bid farewell to a renowned bass slapper
and a revered sackbut slider.
R.I.P. Ray Campi and Chris Barber

Stay safe everybody
A Musical Woodie Writes for us
Tony Papard goes to the country (sort of)
Everybody jumps on the reviews bandwagon
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Sherman Robertson by Harry Lang
I was on stage at a great venue called the Worcester Park Tavern
in South London. It was 1997. A man about my own age detached
himself from the crowd and, assuming a “not worthy” pose, began
repeating “Thank you, thank you so much, thank you, thank you…”
Of course, not because of my exceptional talent as a performer
(smile), but because I had brought Sherman Robertson back to
England after a gap of about two years. It showed me how highly
regarded Sherman was by blues fans in the UK, who had taken him
to their hearts after a series of barn-storming gigs across the country
in the early ‘90s. When Sherman came to town, never were more
barns stormed, roofs raised and houses rocked.
I first saw The Man performing at a small club in Brighton, threading
through the crowd whilst pouring out a torrent of guitar notes and
Harry and Sherman
smiling at the people. A year or so later, I met him in person when
my own band opened the show at a different Brighton venue. We seemed to click straight away one thing we remarked on was that we were exact contemporaries, he being born five days before
I made my debut appearance!
As I got to know him more, he talked once about growing up, and how his dad left home to fight for
the US army in WWII. According to Sherman, his dad expected something a lot better on his return
home than to have to go back to toiling in the fields in Louisiana. Disillusioned, he moved the family
to Houston when Sherman was about two years old.
The future guitar star grew up near Duke Robey’s legendary Bronze Peacock Club and its attendant
recording studio, and I cherish the picture Sherman painted of how he’d spend every spare moment
as a youth with his ear stuck to the studio wall, listening to the likes of Bobby “Blue” Bland and
Gatemouth Brown. honing their musical skills.
Sherman also said that his dad was a big fan of Chuck Berry, which is interesting as he was probably
older than Berry who was a bit of a ‘teen idol’ in the 1950s.
Off-stage Sherman could be quite reserved, but he had a mischievous side. Once, after a laterunning soundcheck, the band were desperate for something quick and easy to eat and headed into
Subway. When it was Sherman’s turn to be served, he looked at the young man behind the counter,
glanced at the queue behind him and with a gleam in his eye said “It’s ok, serve these white folks
first.”
The poor lad turned bright red and began stammering “No, no, we’re not like that here, what can I
get you?” Sherman smiled broadly and placed his order.
One memorable day I got him to my house to listen to a song I’d been working on. He’d mentioned
he kept hearing the term “at the end of the day” and he thought it would make a good title for a song.
He listened to what I’d done, then I handed him a lyric sheet and readied the microphone. I began
playing the backing track and Sherman sang the verse, cutting the number of words I’d written by
half, then went to the chorus and made it far more definite and bluesy than my prototype. Then he
gave me the mic back, uttering the immortal words, “You finish it, Harry.”
Regrettably, he never got to record the song but a moving rendition by Tennessee blues and soul
man Charles Walker can be found on his 2003 CD Number By Heart. My band at the time, Mo’Indigo
also made a version in 2003, which we have reissued as a tribute to Sherman. You can find it at
https://moindigo.hearnow.com. Sherman Robertson came to the end of the day too, too soon.
Harry Lang
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One of Mr Spenceley Senior’s
beloved 78rpm records as
broken by his son John (for
the breakage of which he
apologises sincerely)
stutters “ HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Spring has sprung, Gang, wonderful to see spring flowers peeping out greeting a new dawn. That
long, cold winter that seemed never to end, those dark, dismal long nights behind us, blossom on
the trees and a clear blue sky. I’m even planning my first trip to the seaside for what seems an
eternity, to visit friends and eat a plate full of mouth-watering fish and chips, so time now to make
plans.
We here at TFTW are doing just that, and inside this issue No 120 you will find an incredible interview
with lead guitarist for the TFTW Band John Spencely, the man pretty much responsible for all our
great achievements on a live stage since joining us way back in 2010. He makes mention of so
looking forward to strapping on his Gretsch, to once again get the TFTW Band together for a show
at the Club in September.
“Well, what’s all this about Keith?” I hear you cry. Well, 2021 is the year that TFTW celebrate its 20th
anniversary, Sunday 26th September is the date, signed and sealed… it’s also my birthday, and
moreover I shall be celebrating my second retirement. Yes gang, time to quit the day-job… again.
The first time round it was more than a little early, this second one, albeit part time employment, a
little bit late.
Naturally like us all, we here at TFTW remain cautiously optimistic, so no shouting from the rooftops
quite yet. By the time Issue 121 hits your screens and doormats we will announce the line-up, a
surprise or two for sure. A few artists who have graced our stage before will be returning for an
encore, young bucks too among the national treasures. Yes gang, its going to be the best party
Oxford Street has seen in many a while.

























I’m sure all you loyal readers could not but help see our front-page blurb last issue featuring a globe
across the words written in bold type “Woodipedia,” my third page column proudly announcing we
would soon have our own Wikipedia page for the world to see, I crowed with pride.
Apologies of the most sincere kind, it has failed to materialise; a totally unexpected set of
circumstances has prevailed which has delayed the project indefinitely. Can’t say much more at this
moment in time except to say determination is on our side and, as always, we will keep you updated.
On a far more positive note, we gave a shout out in Issue 119’s Buzz column for a volunteer to write
a Country Music column for this magazine on a regular or near regular basis; a hand has shot up,
veteran TFTW scribe Tony Papard has offered his services. The man once described in this
magazine as the unacceptable face of the loony left, has come to the rescue, and the fruits of this
grand ole Battersea boy can be found on page 11. A deserved hearty round of applause for our
Tony.
Reflecting back on our last issue, you may recall that we mentioned our long running face to face
interview sessions, known as “Woodie Speaks”, which has proved so successful receiving much
praise for both diversity and in-depth analysis of careers of artists, writers, musicians, DJs that have
been featured. TFTW are indeed full of gratitude for those many kind words, suggesting it may be a
marvellous idea to have these interviews in book form, an idea bounced to me a while back by our
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good friend to all things TFTW, publisher, producer, musician and singer, Dave Travis, acknowledged
ardent follower and early recipient of one such face to face interview. Finally, we put the word out,
last issue, to gauge reaction; a little muted I would suggest, though definitely worthy of a repeat. Far
too many of those people who kindly offered their time to speak to us are very sadly no longer with
us, in most cases this was their last testimonial before leaving us, so hugely important in the annals
of roots music history.
Let us know what you think, call, email, text, letter, or knock on our door, whichever way, we look
forward to hearing from you.

























Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to one of the most pivotal figures in the
history of British music, be it jazz, New Orleans or swing, blues, and skiffle, the truly legendary Chris
Barber who died peacefully in his sleep at home aged 90 upon 2nd March.
Many of us here at TFTW were outraged by the lack of
media interest in the passing of this iconic figure, and I
personally heard not a word on any of the major television
channels, including the normally excellent Channel 4 news
who are generally sympathetic to the arts, both niche and
mainstream. Scant reporting on BBC radio, again as far as
I’m aware no tribute programme heard or scheduled. Only
Cerys Matthews on her BBC Radio 2 Blues and Blues
Related show dedicated a portion of her programme to the
man in question. Cerys took the baton from Paul Jones,
the “Blues Band” singer and harmonica player had fronted
the programme for many decades, relatively recently
handing over to Cerys who has been doing a fine job,
promoting and helping to keep the blues relevant.
Just a little over a year before the world at large was forced into lockdown as the current pandemic
swept over us, showing no mercy, the Chris Barber Jazz Band were booked to play at my local
Churchill Theatre in Bromley, having read via Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll’s indispensable gig guide
within the pages of this very magazine. I had finally got to see the band play at the same theatre
some eighteen months previously, which I enjoyed immensely. In the foyer after the show, I got to
meet the maestro along with having the CDs I purchased signed, graciously allowing time to chat
with me. Upon visiting the theatre this time, I was alarmed to discover, despite glossy posters
adorning the walls either side of the garden area where the venue is situated, advertising a never
ending assortment of tribute bands booked through the coming months, no sign of Chris Barber’s
Jazz Band.
Once inside, checking out the flyer racks, nothing at all. I disappointedly enquired at the reception
area, assuming the show to be cancelled. The lady checked out the screen, yes, they were booked,
best seats the house can offer were available as the venue is barely a third full. “I’m not surprised”
I remarked before complaining about the total lack of advertising. Such disrespect for such an
important figure. The reply that came forth left my ears disbelieving, motionless through
speechlessness. “Oh that’s because the theatre management are all young people and would not
know about him.” “What?” I exclaimed after regaining my composure, “This is a theatre” I reminded
her. “Does this mean if you staged a period drama, the theatre would be empty as no one is left
alive to remember it first time round?” I did get a reply after complaining to the theatre management,
none at all from the promotional team behind the tour upon reminding them it is indeed their
responsibility to provide publicity as much as it is for the theatre to ask for it.
The evening came around, two thirds of the seats filled. We were advised by a band member that
Chris had a bad fall at home and was in hospital, but doing okay, no announcements or advice by
theatre management before, during or after the show. Sadly, it would prove to be that Chris would
never be able to perform again, as following the fall dementia set in. If you ever feel inclined to
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attend a show at the Churchill Theatre, Bromley, spare a thought for how the management treated
a jazz legend whose career spanned near 70 years.
Donald Christopher Barber was born 17th April 1930 in Welwyn Garden
City, Hertfordshire. his father an insurance statistician, who within a few
years would become secretary of the socialist league, whilst his mother
at comparable speed graduated from teacher to headmistress, likewise
of the same political leanings. In years to come, as Chris quoted in a
BBC Radio 4 interview many decades later, she became the only
socialist mayor of true blue Canterbury, Kent in the city’s entire history.
As a toddler his ears quickly attuned to whatever music he heard, by age seven taking it all a little
more seriously by taking up violin lessons, an extremely bright child who sailed with ease through
his 11 plus exam. Hanley Castle Grammar School in Malvern, Worcestershire became his home of
education until the age of 15 and the end of the Second World War meant the family were able to
move to London, by which time he had fallen in love with Jazz. Now a pupil at St Pauls School, from
the classroom windows the cathedral loomed large. In the latter half of the forties as a teenager he
visited jazz clubs scattered around central London.
Three years studying music at Guildhall School of Music where he began performing with friends, it
was here he met Alexis Korner whom as guitarist and singer would become a pivotal figure of the
British rhythm and blues boom of the early 1960s. At the birth of the decade of the fifties, Barber
formed his first band which he called the New Orleans Jazz Band which included Korner on guitar,
whilst Chris at that time considered double bass his major instrument. Even at this period of this
amateur band they were incorporating blues tunes as well as jazz in their repertoire. Working by
day as an insurance actuary until quitting to take his chances at being a professional jazz musician,
performing Jazz of an earlier era, traditional Jazz as it would become increasingly known, or
preferred title to many aficionados as New Orleans, Ragtime or Dixieland. The classic line up of the
early Chris Barber Jazz Band began to take shape in the year of 1952 when clarinettist Monty
Sunshine, along with the man who would become mainstay for many decades to come, the
irreplaceable Pat Halcox on trumpet.
By now trombone had become Barber’s favoured instrument and with which he will be forever
associated. Halcox was at first not able or reluctant to travel, and Ken Colyer a later much revered
New Orleans Jazz purist who was fresh back from that city, playing with many of the greats of early
jazz style, joined the band on trumpet. It became the Ken Coyler Jazz Band trading upon the better
known name, bringing with him members of his own band, including a young Lonnie Donegan on
banjo, Ron Bowdon on drums, Jim Bray bass, Barber by now a fixture on trombone.
In April 1953 the elated band found themselves working
outside the UK by accepting an offer to perform in
Copenhagen, Denmark. It was in Demark that the band
recorded a number of sides for the local “Storyville” label
under the guidance of label boss and jazz enthusiast Chris
Albertson, including a few featuring just Monty Sunshine,
clarinet; Lonnie Donegan, banjo; Chris Barber on bass, billed
as the Monty Sunshine Trio.
Once back home, Pat Halcox returned on trumpet when Colyer left after falling out with both Barber
and Donegan, then onwards it was forever enshrined in jazz history as the Chris Barber Band. ‘Rock
Island Line’ sung by Donegan first appeared on the LP New Orleans Joys of 1954, born of what
was fast becoming known as ‘skiffle sessions’ at London’s legendary 100 Club, which in those far
off days was not licensed to sell alcohol. Whilst the older Jazzers fled to the nearby Blue Posts
public house to replenish their thirst, Chris Barber a non-drinker, laid down his trombone, picked up
the bass, along with Lonnie Donegan on guitar or banjo and vocals and kept the music going for
non-drinkers or those too young to be served. That was how Skiffle was born for all those younger
readers out there who may have no idea how this unique British take on American Blues and Folk
music originated.
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Once ‘Rock Island Line’ was released as a single under Lonnie Donegan’s name, it swept the
country and within months there were thousands of skiffle groups formed playing the length and
breadth of the land. Soon Donegan would leave the Barber band as his star status grew, even
touring the United States in 1956, as ‘Rock Island Line’ found its way into the US Billboard charts.
Chris Barber’s Band had to wait just a few years to taste the success of the pop music charts, or hit
parade as It would have been referred to in 1950s.
The same year that Donegan began his chart success and successive
career, Barber’s band recorded a tune once composed and recorded by
bona fide legend of New Orleans jazz, who had for a number of years past
and ahead made his home in France, Sidney Bechet. The tune, ‘Petite
Fleur’ finally saw chart action almost three years later in 1959, spending an
incredible 24 weeks in the charts, rising to a giddy No 3 position, certainly
giving his former band member Lonnie Donegan a run for his money. It also
in no small way helped to kick start the so call Trad Jazz boom of the early
sixties, along with fellow traditionalist revivalists Acker Bilk, Kenny Ball and
many others.
The late fifties through to the dawn of the sixties proved to be a hugely important, influential and
creative period for Barber. Apart from ‘Petite Fleur’ blossoming on the USA Billboard top ten,
peaking at No 5, taking in several stateside tours, but also introducing young enthusiastic persons
to the Blues, not just pre-war country blues but then contemporary urban blues of big cities like
Chicago, who without much doubt were not previously aware of its existence this side of the Atlantic.
Soon Big Bill Broonzy, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee were flying across
the ocean to perform at concert halls, theatres and clubs throughout the UK. In the year 1958, Blues
Legend in waiting, Mississippi born Muddy Waters. made his first UK appearance opening at the
Blues and Skiffle Club situated in an upper room of a Wardour Street pub, in London’s Soho. Waters
had been living in Chicago since the late forties, an influential figure in post war electric Blues,
Although the purists may not have been too pleased, others, raised on Rock'n'Roll, loved it. Future
musicians of the decade to come, the 1960s, were in the audiences, members of the Rolling Stones,
Yardbirds, John Mayall, Long John Baldry, Eric Clapton, to name just a few. Alexis Korner his friend
was at Barber’s side, offering much help and assistance along the way.
Within a few short years these artists and groups would take the world by storm, took the music,
albeit a very British perspective, back across the Atlantic as part of the so-called British invasion in
the early sixties as a result of the Blues, Rhythm and Blues boom, it spelt the end of the traditional
Jazz revival. Although close to being a little too late, former home of BBC Television, Alexandra
Palace, North London, threw open its doors for a trad jazz festival that included George Melly, Diz
Disley, Ken Colyer, Monty Sunshine, Acker Bilk, Kenny Ball, Mick Mulligan, Bob Wallis along with
the man himself, Chris Barber. It would prove a fitting swan song for the trad jazz revival, as
dedicated fans nationwide descended on this palace on a hill, disembarking in droves from Wood
Green railway and tube stations, even the soon to close line from the docks of North Woolwich
winding from east to north, terminating at a station called Palace Gates. It saw business it had not
seen since before and during the second world war.
Ottilie Patterson, born in Comber, Northern Ireland in 1937 was a
Blues/Jazz Singer, and classically trained pianist, playing semi-pro with
jazz outfits in her native land. She came to London during the surprisingly
steamy hot summer of 1954 and whilst holidaying in the capital, a chance
encounter with singer and noted washboard player Beryl Bryden led to an
introduction to Chris Barber, who was indeed impressed with both her
mastery of the Blues, piano skills and personality. Soon she was a
permanent fixture in the Barber band, recording and performing with them
through to the sixties. Barber often quoted in many an interview that Ottilie
was the finest blues singer Britain ever produced. I personally would not
disagree. However, he often added her phrasing made her one of the finest
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in the world. She officially retired from the music business in 1983, Ottilie was a name high on the
list for a Tales From The Woods Show, any attempt to entice this wonderful voice out of retirement
to perform for her many admirers once again on a London stage. We once again found ourselves
thwarted by the enemy of time, as enquiries suggested she was living in a nursing home in Glasgow
where she would soon pass away aged 79.
Pat Halcox (trumpet), the longest serving member of
the band, among bandmates who stayed as part of
the Barber institution often for decades, upon
Halcox’s return in 1954 he would play alongside him
for a staggering number of years, retiring due to
failing health in 2008. John Croker (reeds) retired in
2003 after spending 30 years on the bandstand. His
partner on reeds, another long serving member,
Tony Carter, trod the boards for the final time at the
same time.
In 1964 Barber formed his big band, which no doubt
disturbed the traditionalists, allowing the band to
broaden its appeal, allowing the earlier swing
sounds of Duke Ellington into its set lists whilst
retaining New Orleans Jazz overall. This mix proved hugely successful and would carry the band
through the decades to come. Electric Blues guitarist John Slaughter joined in 1964 at the birth of
the Barber Big Band and, apart from an eight-year break in the late seventies through to the mideighties, performing with the ensemble until his death in 2010. In later years Barber would bring in
a second trombonist and arranger Bob Hunt. 1967 saw a recording of the Paul McCartney
composition ‘CatWalk’ which was given the more jazz sounding title ‘Cat Call’.
1972 saw the release of an album in collaboration with Irish Rock/Blues guitarist, Rory Gallagher,
entitled ‘Drat That Fratle Rat!’ As the new century progressed, the Chris Barber Big Band kept
touring and recording, publishing his autobiography ‘Jazz Me Blues’ in 2014. Never to receive a
knighthood like many lesser influential and important figures in music of any genre, an oversight on
a par with the lack of media interest in his passing. He did receive an OBE in 1991, and in 2006 an
honorary doctorate from Durham University. Germany gave a much deserved “Blues Louis” award
for his services for popularizing the Blues at the annual Lahnsteiner Blues Festival in 2013. In the
following year 2014, he was awarded for his life work with the German Jazz Trophy. Upon retiring
in 2019, after a fall at his home and the onset of dementia, trombonist and arranger took over the
helm and the band, under the leadership of Bob Hunt, continues to perform under the name of Chris
Barber Big Band. May this great man’s legacy live on for as long as it may be possible.

Keith is currently dedicating the majority of his time to this and hopes
to be back in reporting form for the next issue.
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To describe Ray Campi as rockabilly's finest ambassador would be putting
it mildly; few, if anyone, equalled his workrate when it came to spreading
the rockabilly message around Europe and, indeed, the world, and he
recorded prolifically following his rediscovery in the '70s. When he passed
away in his sleep at home in New York on March 11, 2021, at the age of
86, the tributes were many and deeply expressed.
Raymond Charles Campi was born in New York City on April 20, 1934; he
and his family lived in the Yonkers area during Ray’s childhood, but they
moved to Austin, Texas in 1944 and pretty soon young Ray developed an
interest in music thanks to a cousin, Harold Layman, who was an
accordionist and a collector of country records. With Layman's
encouragement, Ray learned guitar and fell in love with the music of the
guys whose discs Harold collected, especially Hank Snow. Campi also
Ray at Hemsby 2007
enjoyed seeing the various "singing cowboys" whose films played at the
© Paul Harris
local movie houses; Lash LaRue and Johnny Mack Brown were namechecked by Ray in his 1977 recording "Rockin' At The Ritz".
As early as 1949 Campi was experimenting with home recording, and he formed his first band at
this time; Ramblin' Ray and the Ramblers managed to secure two spots on radio stations KNOW
and KJAR out of Taylor, Texas, but had split up by 1952, through Ray's graduating from High
School. One early recording, 1954's "Scrumptious Baby" appeared on a Rollin' Rock label 45 in
1977, but Ray's first released sides were cut for Bob Tanner's San Antonio-based TNT label in 1956,
"Caterpillar" (which was covered in the '60s by Mae West!) and "Play It Cool". With Ray on the debut
disc was Johnny Maddox on guitar and Henry Hill on bass. A second 45, "It Ain't Me"/"Give That
Love To Me", again with Maddox and Hill accompanying, was leased to the Dot label. 1958 saw
Ray release two 45s on the Austin-based Domino label, firstly the Little Richard-inspired "My
Screamin' Screamin' Mimi" with "Uh Huh Huh", and "You Gambled"/"No Time". Following the tragic
plane crash that claimed the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and J.P. Richardson in February
1959, Campi released the tribute single "The Ballad Of Donna And Peggy Sue"/"The Man Met" (the
latter a tribute to Richardson) on Pappy Daily's D label. 1960 saw two singles released by Ray, "Our
Man In Havana"/" Reprieve Of Love", on Verve, and, for the Colpix label, "Cry For Happy"/"Hear
What I Wanna Hear" Two more attempts at chart success followed over the course of the '60s, but
1963's "Shenandoah"/"Billie Jean" on the small Winsor label, and 1968's "Civil Disobedience"/"He's
A Devil" on the even smaller Sonobeat label had, like every 45 that had gone before by Ray, flopped
comprehensively.
Campi worked menial jobs through much of the '60s, but in 1967 he took the post of high school
teacher in Van Nuys, California, and remained in teaching for the ensuing 25 years. In the early '70s
rockabilly fan Ronny Weiser took it upon himself to seek out Ray Campi, and on finding him
encouraged Ramblin' Ray to cut some favourite country and rockabilly tunes. Several albums on
Weiser's Rollin' Rock labels resulted over the next few years, Campi's reputation and popularity
increasing all the while, especially in the UK where Ray, in December 1977, undertook his first of
many UK tours, with special guest Mac Curtis and Rollin' Rock label regulars Kevin Fennell, Jerry
Sikorski and Colin Winski, among others. A lively stage performer, Campi would on occasion mount
the upright bass he played (the visual side of Ray's act is well captured in the movie of the Caister
festival of March 1979, entitled "Blue Suede Shoes").
Many great talents benefitted from Ray's assistance on recordings over the years, in particular Rip
Masters and Rosie Flores. Following the first UK trip, Ray was so buoyed by the response that he
more or less came over every year thereafter, and he visited many European countries just as
frequently; a tireless campaigner for roots music, he abhorred the mainstream music industry in
general, especially its connections with drug culture. I'm glad I got to see Ray in performance a few
times, most memorably with a number of Woodies at the Utrecht Blues Festival in 2003. Rest easy,
Ramblin' Ray.
Brian Clark
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Quantitative Assessment of Metrics
Today, I am Mr Positive, and in that role I invite you to tip your hat to pubs, petrol stations
and the Police. Not to mention record companies.
All of those organisations decided NOT to join the metric madness that marked our
membership of the European Union, known in our house as the Common Market.
As the rest of the country bought its vegetables by the kilo, refreshed its thirst from bottles
containing litres, and cut its planks into millimetres, petrol stations continued to allow us
to inflate our car tyres in pounds per square inch, pubs sold their beer in pints, and the
Police issued fines to anyone who exceeded 30 miles an hour in built up zones.
Record companies? I hear you ask – well, with the move back to vinyl, they issued 12 inch
long players, and 10 inch albums, not to mention 7 inch singles.
So with the fragmentation of the European Union brought about by our departure from it,
might I suggest we junk all metric measurements, starting with centigrade.
I have no idea what tomorrow's
temperature might mean, unless it is
16 degrees centigrade, or 28
degrees centigrade. To find the
Fahrenheit temperature, or the real
temperature as I call it, you need
only reverse those degrees Celsius to
find the true temperature.
Anything else in centigrade is just
random
numbers
giving
no
indication whether I don a fleece or a pair of shorts before venturing out.
Similarly, I get no mental picture of what 71 millimetres might look like, and I am not alone.
Prior to vaccination a London lad was described in his doctor’s notes as 6.2cm tall, which
multiplied the body mass index of this six footer by several thousand, thus accelerating his
position through the vaccine queue.
A metric tonne is more than 30 pounds lighter than a real
ton, which led to more than one plane running out of fuel
when the pilot believed he was topping up in imperial tons
rather than the lighter metric equivalent. Although this
story made the news, it was not explained why the pilot
paid no attention to his fuel gauge, by the way.
In order to find out where this metric nonsense comes
from it's necessary to consider its birth in the French
Revolution in 1789, when the Bastille prison was stormed by the mob and all seven of its
deluded occupants were freed. By a nutty coincidence, all believed they were Julius Caesar,
but more nuttiness was to follow in La Belle France.
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The Revolutionaries came up with the decimal calendar, and the
decimal clock. They also renamed all the months, and even the days,
ten of which comprised a week, three weeks to the month.
Not only France was affected. Belgium, Luxembourg, and parts of
the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Malta were roped
in to this farce.
This ran from 1793 to 1805, at which point Napoleon crowned
himself Emperor, and the normal calendar was reinstated.
Also in 1793, the French dumped the old clock in favour of French Revolutionary Time: a
10-hour day, with 100 minutes per hour, and 100 seconds per minute. This modern system
had no practical benefits at all, and disappeared quickly since no-one knew what hour of
the day it was. The only time they knew was that it was time to dump the decimal clock.
So, we in the UK had nothing to do with any of this metrication, until Grocer Heath dragged
us into the Common Market.
Now we are out and independent once more, let's join world leading economies like the
United States and march back to feet and inches, shillings and pence, furlongs and chains.
And return the fines that so-called “metric martyrs” like Sunderland greengrocer Steve
Thorburn were forced to pay for sticking up for pounds and ounces against the foreign tide
of the power of ten.
*Incidentally, Mr Angry wonders why Boris has a roadmap not a plan, others have an uptick
rather than a rise, and at what point did a group of people become a cohort? Last time I
looked, a cohort was defined as one of the ten units of between 300 and 600 men in an
ancient Roman Legion. Oh, no, we're back to decimals again.

The Manchester Guardian March 25 1957
Exclusion rates for Teddy Boys in English schools are up to six
times higher than those of their square peers in some local
authorities, Guardian analysis has found, highlighting what
experts have called an “incredible injustice” for youngsters who
prefer the music of Elvis Presley and Bill Haley to Rose Brennan
and Ross McManus.***
Spiv children were also excluded at much higher rates, with
offspring of Spivs nine times more likely to be suspended in some areas.
The figures for the 1955/6 academic year were described as extremely concerning by the
former children's commissioner for England, while a Liberal MP who commissioned House
of Commons Library research into cultural disparities in exclusions called for a “universal
code”.
The analysis comes as campaigners and thinktanks warn of school exclusions contributing
to the criminalisation of children, while worst affecting those from poorer backgrounds.
A recent Government report warned of a pipeline from pupil referral units to Borstal for
working class children.
Figures show that in Cambridgeshire, for instance, the fixed term exclusion rate for
youngsters who enjoy wearing velvet collar drape jackets with thick crepe-soled shoes was
six times higher than students who wore Harris tweed jackets and grey flannel trousers.
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“This is clearly discrimination,” said a Government spokesman.
An Education Psychologist writes: “There is clearly a cultural gap between Teddy Boys and
teachers, with my researches showing that in the UK today, there are no headteachers,
deputy heads, or department heads in any schools who align themselves with Rock'n'Roll,
or the hairstyles and attitudes that go along with it.
“Teddy boys in predominantly square schools can feel ignored, over-looked and “written
off.”
“The solution would be to educate senior leadership staff members into the Rock'n'Roll life
style by ordering them to watch films such as The Girl Can't Help It and Rock Around the
Clock.
“These individuals can then act as “cultural translators” for the pupil and the family to
bridge the gap between those who are “woke” to the delights of Rock'n'Roll and those who
still think Dvorak and Donald Peers are the best this world can offer.”
***The Guardian then and now fails to understand that an intro to a news story should be
25 words or less.

COUNTRY ROUND-UP
‘Grand Ole Opry’ and ‘Two Old Cats’
Talking Pictures, that marvelous channel operated by a man and his daughter, has been screening
a gem entitled ‘Grand Ole Opry’ from Republic Pictures released in 1940. It features Roy Acuff and
his Smoky Mountain Boys, including a very young, good-looking Bashful Brother Oswald on Dobro
guitar. They perform their classics ‘Wabash Cannonball’ and ‘Great Speckled Bird’. Also featured in
this film are the founder of the Grand Ole Opry, ‘The Solemn Old Judge’ George D. Hay, who even
harks back in the film to how the Country Music show got its name. A dreadful opera singer backed
by a ‘highbrow’ orchestra is dismissed from the stage to be replaced by the Country musicians, and
Hay refers to the opera they have just suffered and then introduces the hillbilly music as ‘grand old
opry’.
Also in the film is ‘The Dixie Dewdrop’ Uncle Dave Macon on banjo and
singing bluegrass, along with his son strangely named Dorris.
Schoolchildren sing ‘Red River Valley’, a tune that has been used for
many other songs, including the Spanish Civil War song ‘Valley of
Jerama’.
The film’s storyline is about the election for State Governor, and the city
folks (all played by Yankee actors) who want a corrupt politician elected
who is against a proposed Farm Bill which will help the local Southern
farmers. The Southerners are trying to get their mayor elected State
Governor, and with parallels to the Civil War a cannon from that era
even features in the film (when I was last in Memphis in 2002 this
conflict was still being referred to as ‘The War of Northern Aggression’).
An old vaudeville act, The Weaver Brothers and Elviry (June Weaver)
appear in the film. Frank ‘Cicero’ Weaver is a Harpo Marx type
character who only communicates by whistles, the other brother being
Abner.
The real treat is to see the legendary original Country stars, not least Roy Acuff in his youthful days.
I had the privilege of seeing him in his dotage in 1983 when he hosted the Grand Ole Opry from its
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new home in Opryland, co-hosted by Cousin Minnie Pearl who had to keep Roy on track when he
started to ramble.
Turning to Country recordings, one I downloaded from Amazon
recently was the 2018 duets album by Jerry Lee’s cousin Mickey
Gilley and Troy Payne entitled ‘Two Old Cats’. It includes a lot of
covers, one original being the title track ‘Two Old Cats’. ‘I Don’t
Need Your Rockin’ Chair’ was a George Jones single from 1992.
Other tracks being ‘Don’t Be Ashamed Of Your Age’, the Alan
Jackson/George Strait track from the 2002 ‘Drive’ album
‘Designated Drinker’, ‘Tying One On’, J. P. Richardson’s (Big
Bopper’s) ‘White Lightening’ which was an early hit for George
Jones, the Webb Pierce song ‘In The Jailhouse Now’ earlier
recorded by The Singing Brakeman Jimmie Rodgers, ‘I’m Nobody
Today’, ‘Mama Don’t Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be Cowboys’
recorded by the late Ed Bruce and co-written by him and his wife Patsy Bruce (also covered by
Willie Nelson in a duet with Waylon Jennings), ‘Murder On Music Row’ about how Nashville sold
out Traditional Country for worldwide fame and dollars with the so-called ‘New Country’ sound. This
was written by Larrie Cordie and Larry Shell and recorded by Larrie Cordie in 1999 but covered by
George Strait and Alan Jackson the following year. ’Boot Scootin’ Boogie’ by Asleep At The Wheel
covered by Brooks and Dunn, the Roy Head hit ‘Treat Her Right’, and the Sticks McGhee song
covered by Jerry Lee and others ‘Drinkin’ Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee’.
I like this album very much, and shows Mickey Gilley has returned to his Traditional Country style
which he seemed to abandon after the ‘Urban Cowboy’ film which ushered in the New Country era
of trying to appeal to a wider, city-based and worldwide audience. Although Mickey can no longer
play piano himself due to a spinal injury which left him partly paralyzed in July 2009 when helping a
friend move some furniture, there is some good piano playing on the album. I was glad to add this
to my Mickey Gilley collection of mainly vinyl albums. It may not be known by many in Europe that
Mickey has had seventeen number one Country hits, more than his famous cousin Jerry Lee Lewis.
So much for Lewis’s ‘I got the talent, the rest of you got the scrapings’ quip.
Traditional-style Country Music is my favorite for listening to nowadays, while I enjoy Rock’n’Roll
more at ‘live’ gigs which we all hope will start again later this year.
Tony Papard

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 47 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Oliver Cromwell licensed Hackney carriage drivers in the 17th century. Nowadays a new licensed taxi cab made
by The London Electrical Vehicle Co. costs around £65000, and a taxi can cost £280 a week to rent. Since January
2018 all new licensed cabs in London must be electric. There are about 21500 London licenced cabbies. The driver’s
test is called The Knowledge which can take 3.5 years to accomplish. Near Epping is a taxi graveyard of about 200
cabs. These cabs were returned by their drivers to a rental company because of a business collapse since Britain went
into lockdown last March. Currently just about a 5th of London’s taxis are working and about 3500 taxis have left the
streets. Self-employed taxi drivers can claim state aid which is two thirds of an income. Drivers are picking up an average
of 4 fares a day earning £60 compared to £150. Source: Mark Landner, The New York Times, 4.12.2020
2.
London’s Blue Plaques started in 1886, and the first attributed to a notable person of ethnic origin was in 1954
to Mohandas K. Ghandi. More than 950 plaques adorn London’s buildings and 4% of those are dedicated to black or
Asian people. About 3.9 million, 43% of London’s population are ethnic minority and 14% of plaques dedicated to
women. English Heritage manage the Blue Plaque scheme, and Ottobah Cugoano has become the earliest Black
person to be honoured with a plaque. Cugoano, an 18th century antislavery campaigner, was born in Ghana but
kidnapped, sold to Europeans, and taken to the West Indies and enslaved. In 1772 he was taken to England and
eventually became free. He worked as a servant between 1784 to 1798. He wrote “Thoughts and Sentiments on the
Evil and Wicked Traffic of the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species”. Source: Megan Specia, New York Times,
21.11.2021
3.
Keisha Lance Bottoms is the youngest child of black R&B singers Sylvia Robinson and Major Lance. When
Lance’s record sales began to dry up he turned to dealing drugs and was arrested in 1978 and spent 3 years in prison.
Keisha at the age of 8 was traumatised by the arrest, and still carries the memory as she is preparing to campaign as
vice president and potential running mate to Joe Biden, a former vice president. Carrying out her duties as Mayor of
Atlanta, Keisha and her husband care for their adopted 4 children. Atlanta has had 60 mayors and only two female
black mayors, and Keisha became prominent when George Floyd was killed by Minn. Police, and again when Rayshard
Brooks was shot by Atl. police. The officer who shot Brooks was fired, which led to the resignation of the Police Chief
Erika Shields. David Wilkinson president of the Atlanta Police Foundation calls her “sharp” and a natural leader. Source:
Maureen Groppe & Ledyard King, USA Today, 17.6.2020
4.
The Museum of the American West’s exhibition called - “Gene Autry and the Twentieth Century West” (“The
Centennial Exhibition 1907 – 2007”) opens Friday. Location: Autry National Centre, Griffith Park, Los Angeles. Price $5
for seniors. 20,000 articles were examined, and 350 objects plus 150 photos and 144 media clips were chosen. Included
his Martin D-45 gtr. and Champion’s trailer, plus a cardboard robot head from the 1935 film “The Phantom Empire”, “the
first and only western sci-fi musical”. Ex railroader Autry’s merchandise line includes a Champion headed bike, and a
Gene Autry cap pistol which kept Kenton, the manufacturing town, solvent during the Great Depression. Autry made 93
motion pictures, 91 TV episodes, recorded 640 songs and appeared on 600 radio shows. He later acquired ranches,
hotels, radio and TV stations and the Angels baseball team. He died aged 91 in 1998 worth more than $300m. Source:
Calendar Weekend, Kenneth Turan, 21.6.2007
5.
The Riders in the Sky band, including Doug Green who wrote a history of Western music, appear on the new
Gene Autry tribute CD “Boots Too big to Fill” singing “Lonely River” featuring Charlie Daniels, Vince Gill, Glen Campbell
and others. The band is currently touring under the banner of “Centennial Salute to Gene Autry,” and when reaching
the Hollywood Bowl the Los Angeles Philharmonic will join the band to perform “Back in the Saddle Again”, “Ghost
Riders in the Sky” and others. Next month the band re-release their 1996 album “Public Cowboy No. 1: The Music of
Gene Autry” on Rounder Records. A decade ago there was a Rhino label box set “Sing Cowboy Sing” of 84 songs.
Autry was a fan of Jimmie Rodgers and as a “yodelling Cowboy” was first heard on radio in 1928. In ’31 he joined
Columbia Records and his first hit was a duet with Jimmy Long of “That Silver haired Daddy of Mine.” Source: Calendar
Weekend, Geoff Boucher, 21.6.2007
6.
“Take My Hand, Precious Lord” was written by Thomas Dorsey in 1932 not in the 1800s as depicted in many
films. In the doc. film “Say Amen, Somebody” Dorsey talks about the circumstances which led to the song. Dorsey
received a telegram saying that his pregnant wife had died in their hometown Chicago, the baby boy was still alive but
died 2 days later. Dorsey wrote the song in his grief. The song has been translated in almost 40 languages. April 4 will
mark the 45th anniversary of Martin Luther King’s death. Moments before he was shot he leaned over the balcony of
Memphis’ Lorraine Hotel to Ben Branch, director of the Operation Breadbasket Orchestra and said “Ben, make sure
you play “Precious Lord Take My Hand” for me tonight, play it real pretty.” Dorsey went on to compose many gospel
songs and died in 1993 at age 93. Source: Bob Ray Sanders, Las Vegas Sun, 3.4.2013
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7.
Full 1.5 tabloid pages about “The Idolmaker” a film about the life of Bob Marcucci. Gene Kirkwood is the coproducer who later became the executive producer of “Rocky”. Bob had previously had managed Kirkwood when he
was a teen actor. Ray Sharkey plays Vinnie Vacarri a 1959 Bronx Rock’n’Roll entrepreneur who nurtures 2 teen idols.
One is a sax player named Tommy Della Russo, Tommy Dee becomes his stage name (btw-Frankie Avalon was a horn
player), and a restaurant busboy named Guido with Caesare as his stage name. In real life Marcucci managed Frankie
Avalon and Fabian and the 3 lived together with agent Jack Galardi. Marcucci, as a passer by, met Fabian Forte when
Fabian witnessed his father’s heart attack in the street. Galardi married Annette Funicello and is the agent “Phil Delana”
in the film. (The article describes deeply the relationship between Marcucci and his two teen discoveries..KM). Source:
Ellen Farley, Calendar. 23.11.1980
8.
Bob Marcucci part owns Chancellor Records which he founded in the mid ‘50s, with $10,000 from his father, a
powerful union man with strong night club connections. In the Idolmaker film Peter Gallagher plays Caesare and Paul
Land plays Tommy Dee. Jesse Fredrick dubs Land’s vocals. They both resemble Fabian and Avalon. Fabian appeared
on NBC’s “JukeBox Awards” where he sang “Turn Me Loose” and is due to appear on “Good Morning America.” Avalon
is appearing in the film “Premonitions” as a psychopathic killer and will appear in a forthcoming “Dick Clark Special”.
Fabian appeared in the Philadelphia Thanksgiving Day Parade and has a movie and other projects in the works. He
appeared on “Fantasy Island” and “The Love Boat”. There is controversy over comments that Idolmaker is based on
Fabian and Avalon, and neither have yet seen the film with rumours of possible lawsuits from the singers. Source:
Ellen Farley, Calendar. 23.11.1980
9.
Lower Broad in Nashville is known as the Honky Tonk Highway and includes many country music bars such as
Tootsie’s Orchid Lounge. On 5th plus Broad is located the National Museum of African Music. There is a 15 mins.
orientation room that gives a brief overview of black music in America, and 5 interactive galleries that covers the 400
year timeline of African-American music. The central gallery is called the “Rivers of Rhythm Path” which references poet
Langston Hughes’ composition “The Negro Speaks of Rivers.” The “Path” displays images of Black artists in
performance, and the galleries that open from the central corridor provide further detail per music genre and era. There
are 1500 artifacts and 8 smaller exhibits which give visitors the opportunity to partake in virtual experiences, e.g. singing
in a gospel choir. Source: New York Times, Margaret Renkl, 18.1.2021
10.
In 1983 Tony Rice was awarded a Grammy for best country instrumental performance for “Fireball” a track
recorded with J.D. Cow and the New South. The bluegrass association named him instr. performer of the year 6 times.
Tony played the “flatpicking” gtr. style pioneered by Jimmy Martin. In 1994 he developed muscle tension dysphonia, a
severe vocal disorder and he did not sing onstage until 2013 when he was inducted into the International Bluegrass
Hall of Fame. He then developed lateral epicondylitis (tennis elbow) and could not play the guitar in public anymore.
David Anthony Rice was born 8.6.51 in Danville, Va. His father formed a bluegrass band called the Golden State Boys
which included Del McCoury, and later Tony and his brothers formed the “Haphazards.” He joined the Bluegrass Alliance
which includes Sam Bush. My TFTW Stompers may remember seeing Sam in Nashville. Tony died 26.12.20. Source:
Bill Friskics-Warren, N.Y. Times 30.12.2020
11.
Larry Mestel is the founder of Primary Wave, they buy music assets and entertainment businesses P. Wave’s
portfolio also includes songs by Smokey Robinson, Bob Marley and Burt Bacharach, it also owns half the estate of
Whitney Houston. In 1969 Sam Phillips sold his SUN label company to Shelby Singleton of Sun Entertainment
Corporation, a family run company, and P. Wave has now purchased the assets including every recording, about 6000
made by SUN except Elvis’ owned by Sony. This also includes the Sun Diner in Nashville which is crammed with SUN
memorabilia and is hoped to be a chain restaurant. Sam died in 2003 and Shelby in 2009, his brother John ran the
business. Mestel said half the recordings in the catalogue, like outtakes, have never been made available on digital
music services. P. Wave has $1.5 billion in cash. Source: Ben Sisario, The N.Y Times, 30.1.2021
12.
Tourism from the UK to Las Vegas (“the last island”) has increased and 7 airlines fly from various cities, some
non-stop from London and Manchester. “VisitLasVegas.co.uk” is dedicated to getting Brits to Vegas. Brits - James
Barrington-Madders and Elias Antoniou specialise in helping Brits to get full value for the money. Barrington-Madders
says it’s got such an all or nothing mentality, practically speaking the pound is strong, so your money goes far. But I’ll
be honest: for British guys, we love American girls, and they love the British accent. We don’t have this scene in England,
and there’s absolutely nothing they can compare it to once they get here”. He also says “the clubs are steering towards
European house music because they’re competing against Ibiza and getting people to come to Las Vegas instead.”
The naked billiards marketing campaign & Prince Harry has helped. Source: David G. Schwartz, Green Fest Journal,
April 2013
13.
3 columns discussing the ‘demise’ of the apostrophe. Known as the ‘Grocer’s Apostrophe,’ and the Guardian
newspaper was also known as the ‘Grauniad’ for its typos. John Richards, founder of the Apostrophe Protection Society,
says: “Change just for the sake of convenience, because people are too lazy to learn to use it properly isn’t evolution.
It’s going backward.” Waterstones has dropped the apostrophe saying: “a more versatile and practical name in the
Internet Age.” McDonald’s retains its apostrophe. The Mid Devon District Council has agreed to remove apostrophes
from street signs. Charles Noon a former council member says “it sets a bad example from people who should be setting
a good example.” On Thursday the council is to re-debate because of the national uproar. The leader of the council,
Peter Hare-Scott indicated he will oppose any move to scrap the apostrophe. Source: Henry Chu, L.A. Times,
28.3.2013

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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John in 2010 © Paul Harris

John Spencely
John, when and where were you born? Did you come from a musical background?
Morning Keith; thank you for the unexpected honour! I was born in Skegness in 1974 – home of
many a good Rock’n’Roll show. My folks didn’t play instruments although they both had, and
continue to have, much better singing voices than me. Actually, my sister does too… God, what a
depressing start, eh?
What are your earliest music memories?
When I think back on it, I can’t remember a time without music; it was always present in the house
growing up. My sister is six years older than me and she was really musically aware; latching onto
the post-punk scene and would come back with the most amazing hairstyles and records. Dad was,
and remains, a really huge Rock'n'Roll fan and had a great collection of 78s and 45s. Mainly the
major artist stuff – Holly, Presley, Fury etc; and I really was drawn to these sounds rather than the
Cure. My dad was really encouraging and from about five years old I had a proper record player in
my room and he let me loose on his collection.
Thinking about it, I ought to take this moment to reflect and apologise to my dad for all the accidental
78 breakages in my early days. I was obviously a very clumsy kid and accidently broke many a
great shellac record. I remember breaking ‘Whole Lotta Woman’ really clearly and being totally
mortified. Can I go on record and apologise for the partial wrecking of his collection?… Sorry fella…
Tell our readers a little about your childhood, schools attended, through to university.
I’ve been looking through some photos recently, for my sister’s birthday - for one of those
personalised Moonpig cards; it reminded me just what a blessed childhood I had. Most of you know
my mum from the shows and the Woodies meet ups and, like my dad, she gave both my sister Clare
and I an incredibly happy childhood. Lots of day trips, cricket matches and bike rides.
I wasn’t the greatest fan of school; the Primary School I went to in North Somercotes was an
absolute Victorian-esque workhouse – I’m pretty sure fun was prohibited. Secondary school was
better as I found I was reasonably good at sports. School work wasn’t particularly interesting, but if
you played sport for the school you got to get out of a few lessons – a huge incentive to me. By the
end I played football for the school, captained the cricket and the athletics teams.
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Somehow I managed to scrape good enough GCSEs to go to King Edwards in Louth where I could
do my A Levels. The teaching there was amazing and pretty much for the first time, I enjoyed
education. They had a great cricket team too; we got to the final of the Lincolnshire under 19s. I
played a bit of district under 19s as well as having trials for County. And I met Caz there too, so it
was a pretty good place all round.
After my A levels I went to Loughborough Uni to study Politics, which I loved. The Uni was perfect
for live music, sport and anything social and I had three of the happiest years of my life there. It was
the height of what became ‘Britpop’ so Caz (who was up the road at Sheffield Uni) and I went to see
as many gigs as we could. I played a bit of cricket but realised very early that the standard was
totally different! Managed to get a 2:1 as well which was a little unexpected, but a pleasant surprise.
Was the guitar your first instrument of choice? What age were you when you first started playing?
Yes, absolutely; I was taken with the guitar from the moment I
heard the music. I had a piece of Hot Wheels track that served
as my first pretend guitar and it served me well. I got my first
guitar at 8 - a ¾ scale classical, but I don’t think I was quite
ready for it. It did, however, serve the purpose and thus I
learned the first three chords.
I was 13 when I became serious, and a family friend gave me
a Strat knock-off to play on. The steel strings were so much
easier than the wound nylon ones and I started trying to copy
the guitar runs on records. Being totally untrained, I played
some of these in the most awkward of places, but I was getting
there. At 15, I’d saved enough to buy a Telecaster in
Butterscotch blonde (and my folks bought me a great 40 watt
amp); there was a market locally for duos and such at pubs, so
I started playing them a few times a month – money was
surprisingly good for a 15/16 year old and I’d come back with
£30/£35. It was just playing the Rock'n'Roll standards and I had
John in 2017 © Paul Harris
all the Holly and Berry licks down so it was fun. Thinking about
it, that Telecaster has been a brilliant workhorse - from my first
ever attempts at underage playing in pubs to backing Doug Kershaw at the 100 club.
At 17, while I was doing my A levels, I had my first lessons. Pat McCarthy, an exceptional Jazz
guitarist living locally, came into the school to teach for fees. In the first lesson it really clicked and
changed my playing overnight. Scotty Moore mainly played 9ths, 12ths and 6ths – I had no idea
what the hell they were, but it answered all the questions that I couldn’t. I only had six lessons with
him but he set me on the right road. He also said not to change my home-learnt, awkward style, of
picking - as ugly as it was, it seemed to work.
When did you first get serious, playing semi professionally/professionally etc?
Through Uni I didn’t do any public playing at all, though I did occasionally ‘noodle around’ purely for
my own enjoyment. The Uni life suited me; I did a subject I enjoyed and I totally loved the social
aspect of it. Guitar took a back seat, you could say.
Caz and I moved up to Liverpool when we left Uni and I got a job working for Portakabin as a
graduate trainee, while Caz did her Doctorate. Liverpool was full of bands and live music and both
Caz and I took advantage of the scene. I hadn’t been playing much when I saw an advert for a band
called The Rockateers. They were a five-piece Rock'n'Roll band whose guitarist was leaving. I
auditioned and – surprisingly, given how little I’d recently practiced, got the gig. We pretty much
played every Working Men’s Club, Conservative and Labour Club in Merseyside in the three years
I was with them. All of the Northern Woodies, and those familiar with ‘Phoenix Nights’, will know
what these clubs were like – tough audiences, very verbal and equally funny with it. And nothing
got in the way of the Bingo or when the pies were ready! We also got some left field gigs with The
Nolans and Melandra Burrows (…and Jimmy Cricket)
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I got a move down to London with work and sadly had to leave the band, which was pretty tough as
they were a great bunch of guys and a fun period of my life. Anyway, I’d been down in London for
literally a couple of months when I saw an advert in NDT for a guitarist for Greggi G and the Crazy
Gang. I did the audition and the following Friday I was on a Ferry to Norway to play a show. Greggi
was the best hustler for a gig I’d ever seen; consequently, we were always playing - biker gigs in
Germany and Sweden, Cork and Derry Jazz festivals, lots of Ceroc gigs which involved us playing
about 4/5ths tempo which drove me mad! Going out every weekend was fun but tough to balance
with work. I also found the sets very samey after a while, so after a couple of years I was happy to
take a break.
Talk about your passion for record collecting, and influences that have played a major part in your
playing/performing.
Are you sure you want to ask me about record collecting? I could talk for a very long time and bore
you to tears? Very well then…
People either like collecting or they don’t. Without being a hoarder I’ve always liked collecting
throughout my life – from Panini stickers as a kid through to 45s from being about 12/13.
As a teenager I discovered Gene Vincent and I bought a copy of Record Collector – which in those
days was a fine magazine. It had an article on Vincent and a discography with prices which was
great, but best of all it had adverts of sellers with listings. Those first three of four years were like
heaven - I had plenty of homework going spare but I spent hours going through listings working out
what I could afford from two paper rounds a day. The first records I bought were Vincent’s ‘Wild Cat’
and ‘High Blood Pressure’. I remember my folks buying me the Jodimars’ ‘Well Now, Dig This’ as a
UK Capitol 45 for Christmas one year, along with Charlie Gracie’s ‘Crazy Girl’ on London. Once I
started playing a bit of guitar the greater funds went on more expensive records - ‘The Fool’ by
Sanford Clark I’d heard on the Big Bopper Rock'n'Roll show and absolutely adored it; likewise ‘The
Worrying Kind’ by Tommy Sands. Thirty years on, I haven’t got a huge 45 collection – about 3500,
but I’ve made sure they’re all records I really like. That way, if the market falls on its arse I’ve got a
worthless collection that I love equally.
How did you first hear about us at TFTW? Performing at the 100 Club with Roy Young was when
you first made your mark among TFTW show attendees etc, then onto the present day, performing
with all the artists that have been on our shows, the creation of the TFTW Band.
The first time I heard about you nefarious Woodies was through NDT; you had an advert in for the
1st British Rock'n'Roll show at the 100 Club (which, if I remember coincided with Robert’s 2i’s
unveiling in Soho?). I really enjoyed the show and it was the first time I got to meet Danny Rivers
and Dave Sampson too – both incredibly nice guys who’d become good friends in the years to
come. Likewise, I saw the 2nd show which was great too. I talked to a couple of Woodies on the
night – I distinctly remember chatting with Ken Major who invited me along to the Thursday night
Soirees. For me that was, and remains, the best part of TFTW – the fact that a completely diverse
bunch of people can sit around a table and mostly get on! Lots of differing political views but all
bound by a love of good music.
Playing guitar for TFTW came about through John Howard, I think. John had done an interview with
Greggi G for a music magazine and Greg mentioned I’d played with them for a while. You asked
me to bring my guitar along at one of their small gatherings – a forerunner of the Gerry’s Club.
Danny Rivers was there and we did ‘Movin’ In’ practically as a trio of Danny, Brian Clark and myself
as the rest of the band didn’t know it. Following meet ups became more music orientated as you
and Ken in particular were looking where to go with the gigs. I enjoyed the gigs but I felt they only
had a short shelf life if they didn’t become more professional.
Particular things irked me - like calls of ‘Is there a bass player in the house’ to find that the planned
surprise bass player didn’t turn up or drinking somewhere else. I was also surprised that lots of the
artists couldn’t play their own songs because the bands didn’t know them. So effectively I joined the
houseband – generally against their wishes as they were renaming themselves – I can’t remember
what though. Anyway, to cut a long story short there were lots of arguments, neither side coming
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out of it with any particular grace. The band, with the exception of Brian, quit en masse the week
before a gig at Halstead with Terry Dene. Brian and I got a hastily put together band which became
the core for the next three of four years – Claire Hamlin, who we got via the irrepressible Rockin’
Gerry, Rob Davis, Brian and myself.
Musically it changed overnight – we all were pushing in the same direction musically and we all got
on incredibly well. We had fixed rehearsals in Mill Hill (which was an absolute shit to get to as Rob
was coming from High Wycombe, Claire from Chelmsford, Brian from Wickham.
You got some amazing acts on the shows at that time too - people like Mike Berry, Beryl Marsden
and Kingsize Taylor who were all so professional on stage, have become great friends to TFTW
and helped promote the Woodies too. Kingsize urged Cliff Bennett to play and so on. It became a
show that the artists like to play as they had an audience who really understood their music. That’s
always been the best thing for the artists – they know they can go off the beaten track and do a set
they really want to and they have a great audience who appreciates their work. Also, you’ve been
very good at making the shows diverse so there is always something for everyone.
As a band we love it; we’re already excited about
September and can’t wait until we can get rehearsing
again. The band is still called the TFTW houseband
and we’ve had some amazing players come join us
both permanently and as the occasion has required –
Alex Bland on tenor sax, Nick Lunt on Baritone and
Dave Priseman on Trumpet. We had the absolute
pleasure of Sid Phillips from Cliff Bennett’s Rebel
Rousers on Baritone for a while. Brian left to join Steve
Hooker and is much missed, but ably replaced by the
equally happy Jeff Tuck.
John with Doug and
Graham © Nick Cobban

Never in a million years would I have thought I would
have played guitar behind the people we have – there
have been some particularly special sets – like the Doo
Wop show in general, Gene Terry and Doug Kershaw. I
was talking to Graham Fenton the other night and he
mentioned how cool it was that the three of us were on
one mike singing ‘Hey Mae’ which was one of his
favourites. Well, it was cooler for me as I got to sing it with
Graham and Doug, two of my biggest heroes.

On a sadder note, we’ve lost some of the artists that have
performed on the shows and each one hurts badly –
these were often not only great artists but good friends
with many of the Woodies. People like Dave Sampson and Danny Rivers wove the fabric that much
of the early TFTW shows were made of and epitomised the friendliness that makes the shows so
special. Since then we’ve lost Gaynel Hodge, Margaret Lewis, Jimmy Powell, Roy Young, Chas
Hodges, Sid Phillips, Terry Clemson, Licorice Locking and Tony Sheridan. All of them played a huge
part in making TFTW so great.
Tell us a little about your other interests, cricket etc, plans for future?
Well, my major plan is to go for a pint to be honest – it seems a mighty
long time since we stepped into a pub. I’m currently furloughed from
work and, working in the events industry, I think I will be looking for
pastures new later in the year. In the meantime, I’m going to go with
my dad and watch as much cricket as we can, once law allows. I’ll
also watch my daughter Ellen practice and play cricket for Liphook
under 10s. Yeah, that’ll keep me happy.
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One of my Grandsons, 21, is an apprentice plumber and I was
out walking with my earphones listening to my iPod when his
van pulled up alongside and he said “Hi” and asked me how I
was. He and his older brother (23), who is an electrician in a big
security company in London, often called in, before the
lockdown, for a chat and to see how we were. I am proud of them
both as they, are ‘workers’ (like their father) and will never be out
of work. When they come, they mow my lawn, dig out my weeds,
and drink my beer and we talk, which I like best of all.
Anyway, the van pulled up and we talked. I had disconnected
my earphones and finally he asked me what was I listening to? From experience, I knew this would
lead to problems, as they do love their music but have no idea of what went on, musically, before
the change of the century (or even later!). I try a few names, Ray Charles, Bobby Rush, Etta James,
Little Feat, Taj Mahal, Ry Cooder, and draw a blank. They are both the same but do recognise The
Rolling Stones (I have some old stuff by them). Somewhere in the History of Music, for young people
today, somebody has removed most of the early pages.
When I was young, I was aware of 1920s and 1930s music but didn’t enjoy it. My mum loved the
late ‘30s and ‘40s music and we listened together to the radio a lot. My dad played in a dance band
from the 1920s to the late ‘50s when it finally went out of style BUT I knew most of his music. My
grandsons are unaware of Skiffle, Trad Jazz, Soul, Disco and, to some extent, Rock'n'Roll, the great
era of folks of my generation. They know about Rhythm and Blues but it’s not the same as their R
& B has pinched the name.
Our conversation about my music died, so we carried on about anything else, his job, his family, my
pastimes, my wife’s health. and if I needed him to do anything. He had to ‘get on’ so we parted, he
drove off and I, sadly, put back my earphones. Who will keep the past music going in this throw
away age?

s h e q s h e q s h e q

Lists: Another look at the RMR (Roots Music Report) top twenty Blues albums, this time, for midMarch.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

‘Damage Control’ by Curtis Saldago
‘You ain’t Unlucky’ by Veronica Lewis
‘Out of the Dark’ by Joyann Parker
‘Heart of Fire’ by The Ally Venable Band
‘Up Next’ by Joe Lewis Band
‘Living in a Burning House’ by Selwyn Birchwood
‘One Woman Band’ by Ghalia Volt
‘Uncivil War’ by Shemekia Copeland
‘One Eye Open’ by Kat Danser
‘None More Blue’ by Misty Blues
‘JP & Ekat’ by JP Williams Blues Band
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

‘The Reckless One’ by Samantha Martin & Delta Sugar
‘One More Mile’ by Dave Thomas
‘The Good, the Bad and the Bette’ by Bette Smith
‘What is Real’ by Trevor B. Power Band
‘Firebreather’ by Skylar Rogers
‘Stronger than Strong’ by John Nemeth
‘The Coldwater Sessions’ by J.D.Taylor
‘The Corner’ by Early Times & the High Rollers
‘100 Years of Blues’ by Elvin Bishop & Charlie Musselwhite

A track or two of all these can be found on YouTube and what interests me more is the large
numbers of ‘new’ artists entering these charts. Charts these days may be viewed with some
scepticism as to where the information comes from, but I feel, even if the positions are suspect,
these are generally amongst the Blues best sellers and it’s good to see that almost half of the above
list are ladies.

New Blues Albums: I have a few of those listed above, so I thought I might give my thoughts on
them.
1.
Curtis Salgado – ‘Damage Control’ I’ve always liked C.S. He
produces music with a gospel/blues/soul and even a bit of good ‘ole
Rock'n'Roll all bundled up in a tight R & B sound. This is his best album to
date, his great soulful voice, wonderful New Orleans rhythms and a spoonful
of horns (2 tracks) make this CD deserving of its No.1 position – all great
movers with Larry Williams’s ‘Slow Down’ the last track. Buy this, it’s a gem.
2.
Veronica Lewis – ‘You Ain’t Unlucky’ V.L. is a 17-year-old, plays piano like Otis Spann or
perhaps Jerry Lee Lewis, Piano Red or even Veronica Lewis! Here is a talent who will sweep all the
Blues newcomers and piano player awards this year. The sparse backing musicians either leave
her to it or keep incredibly quiet and stunned in the background. Her voice is still a little immature
but has grit and power. Just eight scorching tracks, all are quite remarkable.
4.
Ally Venables Band – ‘Heart of Fire’ Wah-wah guitar opens this album, then lots of slide
and country blues guitar follow. The track ‘Hateful Blues’ is Bessie Smith then Ally Venables blues.
Ally has a clear voice but what I like about this album is the great variety of Blues styles and the
superb guitar all the way through. This is a ‘play again’ grower.
7.
Ghalia Volt – ‘One Woman Band’ This attractive Belgian, amazingly does play all the
recorded instruments at once with only a couple of tracks having added sounds (and guests) She
plays guitar (and slide), bass, drums and controls a drum box… and sings beautifully as well! It’s
particularly good down-home blues and if there is a downside, the rhythm guitar sound she uses is
slightly grungy which I’m not sure of.
I have also given slight reviews of (8) Shemekia Copeland and (6) Selwyn Birchwood in previous
issues and I also have (15) Trevor B. Power, (17) John Nemeth, (18) J.D.Taylor and (20) Elvin
Bishop and Charlie Musselwhite all of which are worth a listen.

The Blues Styles. Muscle Shoals ‘The hit capital of the World’ Part 1
Going back to Leon Russell for a brief paragraph, his second album, ‘Leon Russell and the Shelter
People’ contained support from three bands, one, British musicians from the time of Joe Cocker’s
‘Mad Dogs and Englishmen’ tour, one, musicians from Tulsa and the third, musicians from Muscle
Shoals, Alabama. (Six of the tracks were recorded in Muscle Shoals.) This last group interested me
enough to investigate the place and its musicians.
So, first, a little history and geography:
Alabama is a south eastern state in the USA and generally known as one of the states which fought
racial segregation long and hard (and to some extent, still does). In 1955, the Rosa Parks issue,
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where she, an African American, refused to give up her seat on a bus to a white man, helped start
America, as a whole, to wake up to the evils of segregation.
In 1963 Governor George Wallace, who said “Segregation now, Segregation tomorrow, Segregation
forever” when sworn in as governor, caused President John F. Kennedy, later, to order the US
Army’s 2nd Infantry Division mobilised to enforce racial integration at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa and primary schools in Birmingham. Wallace was elected with 96% of the vote (most
blacks and some illiterate whites could not vote) and was considered a populist rather than a racist
by his massive white vote.
In Anniston, 1961, a mob bombed a bus filled with civilian Freedom Riders (Civil Rights protesting
‘Jim Crow’ segregation laws which denied African Americans their rights). The mob, including Ku
Klux Klan members and some police held the door on the bus shut while a firebomb was hurled
through a broken window. A fuel tank exploded forcing the mob to retreat and some of the police,
realising their error, helped the passengers to escape both the bus and the mob and a 12-year-old,
Janie Forsyth fetched a bucket and tried to help put the fire out, assisting an older lady passenger
with cups of water. She was spotted and later, she and her family were ostracised and had to move
away.
In 1963, The Ku Klux Klan bombed a Baptist church in Birmingham killing four young girls and
injuring many others.
Serious racial events were also happening in Tuscaloosa and Montgomery around this time.

Alabama was a very rural state still climbing into the industrial revolution. Most of the population
(except the big towns and cities) were associated with farming but these atrocities were in the
central/southern part of the state mainly and because geography, its isolation, and its vast
‘backwoods’ attitude prohibited interest in the north.
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In the north west corner of Alabama, where the Tennessee river flowed in then out of the state, the
lush hills and rich valleys and its natural beauty caused settlers to put down roots rather than
continue west and they were mostly poor dirt farmers eking out a living of sorts and the biggest town
in the area became a coming together of Florence, Sheffield, Tuscumbia and Muscle Shoals, four
communities that had grown towards each other on the banks of the Tennessee river, Florence to
the north and the others to the south of the river. They were often called the Quad Cities. The area
had a natural shallow river crossing and trading post.
Having been originally settled by Native American tribes including Cherokee, Chickasaw, and
Shawnee, it is thought that Muscle Shoals was originally called Mussel Shoals where, in the
shallows of the river, freshwater Mussels grew in abundance. Later these shallows, or shoals, were
covered when the Wilson Dam was built in 1918, along with a few other dams, to create
hydroelectric plants to supply electricity to an area that had been without it. Earlier, in the 1700s
when European settlers arrived, they quickly drove the Indians out due to the vast woodlands in fine
soil and they cleared areas for small holdings. Amazingly, despite all the horrors which were going
on ‘down south’, blacks and whites worked and played happily, coming together mostly through
music. Like many areas in the USA, working a living out of the land was very hard work and there
was little time for pleasure but when the time was found, it was mostly with music, anywhere where
people would gather, a wedding, a barn dance, a house raising or a back porch gathering, just a
chance to ‘let go’ for a while.
Remember, Alabama embraced prohibition in1907, 12 years before it became nationwide and
although it was repealed in 1937, Alabama remained ‘dry’ and even by 2019, almost a third of the
counties remain without legal alcohol. Florence is still dry. Of course, rural areas made ‘Moonshine’
concoctions and there was a lot of this and many arrests!
Early ‘good’ musicians realised that there was no way they could earn reasonable money where
there were no bars or proper legal outlets so, in the hope of a career, they moved to where it was
‘happening’, Nashville, Memphis, even Chicago or New York. Amongst the earliest was Florence
born W.C. Handy (who became known as the Father of the Blues) and much later in the 1940s,
Sam Phillips, also born in Florence, moved to Memphis where he became a DJ for four years before
opening Sun recording studios. He had also been a DJ in Muscle Shoals before that.
There were many DJs because there were many radio stations, almost the only way you could hear
music, and many bands played regular slots on local stations to be heard by a wider audience.
So, onto the recording industry. In 1938 a young musician, Dexter Johnson returned to his home in
Sheffield after three years touring solo starting in Detroit, Michigan. He married and got a job but
then joined a band, The Blue Seal Pals, as Double Bass player from around 1946 to 1951 when he
retired. They had played regularly on a Florence radio station which was networked to six other
stations by their sponsor (Blue Seal Flour).
He then turned his garage into a recording studio and made radio programmes and encouraged
local talent to record their songs, he sometimes acted as musical backing (his nephew is guitarist
Jimmy Johnson, and we will hear more of him later) and he recorded Kenny Lovelace, Sue Richards
and many others and set Country stars Melba Montgomery and Tanya Tucker on their road to fame.
He became a very busy pensioner with the first studio in the Shoals area and the start of the Muscle
Shoals music recording industry.
Next time I will introduce the music producer who had more than 300 gold records on his studio
walls, who had recorded hundreds of hit records in Blues, Rhythm and Blues, Soul, Rock'n'Roll,
Pop, Southern Rock and Country music for artists including Aretha Franklin, Bobby Gentry, Wilson
Pickett, Etta James, Mac Davis, Duane Allman, Paul Anka, Clarence Carter and even Liza Minelli
and Andy Williams.

What was my last Blues CD? ’Soul of the Blues’ by Bobby Parker
Yes, this is the ‘Watch Your Step’ man with an album which is new in respect that this recently
issued album is the first to have ALL his material for the first time. There is some great Blues and
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Blues/Soul music here. His influence extended to Eric Clapton, Jimmy Page and even Carlos
Santana. That infamous riff from ‘Watch Your Step’ was used by other artists, The Beatles (the
opening of ‘I Feel Fine’) and Led Zeppelin (‘Moby Dick’)
The album covers material from 1954 to 1970 with six live tracks from 1995.
There’s some good covers here, ‘You Got What It Takes’, ‘Gimme Some
Lovin’, ‘Born Under A Bad Sign’ and ‘Every Day I Have The Blues’. He had
a good soulful voice and his guitar playing was distinctive There’s 52 tracks
and not a duff one amongst them, and, he always had great musicians
around him, horns, piano, organ, drums and bass all add to a terrific double
album. No, I’m not related!

What’s on my iPod? ‘I’m Ready’ by The Band
The Band are, without doubt, my favourite group. This is from their album
‘Moondog Matinee’ which is full of their takes on their favourite Rhythm &
Blues and Blues tunes (except an instrumental cover of the film theme ‘The
Third Man’). It was their fifth studio album following a double live one and
before a tour with Bob Dylan All the tracks are simply great but ‘I’m Ready’
came up on the iPod. Written by trio Fats Domino/ Al Lewis/ Sylvester
Bradford, this track, sung with gusto by Levon Helm thunders along, every
bit as good as the original (There, I’ve said it and I mean it!) This is one of
my favourite Band albums and when any of the tracks come into my headphones, I must stop what
I’m doing. The critics didn’t like it at the time (1973), but I would recommend it to anybody who is
looking for a terrific cover’s album of great ‘50s/’60s songs.
Dave Parker

TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

A Story by H
Previously printed in issues 8 to 11 from August 1 to November 2001

It was a cold, miserable night in downtown Bromley. The rain splattered sporadically against the
window, appearing to keep time with the old railway clock on the wall. Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Tick,
splat! Tock, splat! (Well, you get the idea). As the big hand moved towards the top of its arc, while
the little hand hovered over the numeral ‘VIII’, the leather armchair by the window creaked
ominously. The tall, imposing figure reclining therein slowly rotated his view away from the window
and towards the timepiece. Tick, splat! Tock, splat! “Hmm”, the figure murmured, “Eight o’clock”.
Slowly but surely, the figure rotated the chair to face the window again. Slowly but surely, the big
hand reached its zenith. Slowly but surely, the clock struck eight – bong, bong, bong etc. Or it would
have done had the chiming mechanism not broken three years ago. Bang, bang, bang!
The armchair swung again, more rapidly than before, to face the glass-panelled door opposite the
window. Outlined in the glass panel was a shadowy figure. Bang, bang, bang! The reclining figure
rose to a more upright position, his right hand reaching for the top drawer of the old Victorian desk
in front of him. A green blotter occupied the centre of the desk with an old Bakelite telephone on the
left. A Rolodex nestled beside the phone with a pad of Post-It notes to the other side and a large
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crystal ashtray in front of them all. He slid the drawer open smoothly and rested his hand on the 45
inside. Bang, bang, bang!
“Hey, stop banging on the door, it’s open!” called the figure in the chair. “Come in why don’t you?”
Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Rattle, rattle, rattle the doorknob rattled. Bang, bang, bang!
“Oh bugger” exclaimed the seated figure as he slid the drawer shut and rose from the chair. He
drew himself to his full imposing height and strode, in an imposing manner, to the door. Bang, bang,
bang went his feet on the floor as he crossed the tall ceilinged room, illumined only by the desk light
on, of all places, the desk. He reached the door, unlocked the lock with a flick of his imposing finger,
spun on his heel and scampered, imposingly, back to his chair.
“Come in why don’t you?” he called again as he lowered his imposing frame into the creaking
leather. The doorknob rattled once more and swung back on its hinges. There, outlined in the space
previously occupied by the glass-panelled door, was a shadowy figure. The shadowy figure moved
towards the desk, and therefore the light, and became progressively less shadowy. By the time the
figure was standing by the high backed wooden chair in front of the desk the shadows had all rushed
off to hide in the darker corners of the room and a tall, willowy blonde was revealed in the light from
the desk lamp. Smoke coiled from a black cigarette held inside a gold coloured cigarette holder
positioned between the first and second fingers of the beautifully manicured, blood red tipped left
hand of the svelte vixen. A tight black dress pronounced every curve of her divine form as she
leaned forward and allowed the glistening black object in her right hand to lean against the Victorian
desk with the green blotter occupying its centre and the old Bakelite telephone on the right.
(Pedantic note: the telephone had not moved its position but was now being viewed from the
opposite side of the desk thus transposing right and left).
“Please, take a seat” crooned the man in the leather armchair as he raised his legs, resting his feet
on the right corner of the desk. (That’s his right, her left). Tick, splat! Tock, splat! went the clock and
the rain. Slowly, gracefully and possibly erotically, she lowered her seat into the seat.
“Is it okay to leave my umbrella there?” she cooed, pointing to the black glistening object she had
rested against the desk.
“Of course” he replied imposingly, “Now what can I do for you?”
The blonde reached into a small black bag that was slung over her shoulder and, with her right hand
pulled a small white card from the darkness within. At that moment, the man swung his feet to the
floor and leapt forward from his chair, grabbing the crystal ashtray with his left hand and thrusting it
forward across the desk at the startled woman. The ash that had been teetering on the end of the
cigarette dropped casually under the force of gravity into the ashtray, which the man then returned
to its previous location before returning himself to his previous location.
“Why, thank you”, she simpered before sucking on the cigarette, thus replacing some of the ash so
recently collected. “This is you I presume?” she asked, at the same time dropping the small white
card onto the green blotter at the centre of the brown Victorian desk.
The man once more swung his feet to the floor and leaned forward to pick up the card. In bold print
across the top of the card were emblazoned the words “Keith Woods - Private Investigator”.
Underneath his telephone number, in smaller print, were listed his additional vocations “Editor, DJ,
Entrepreneur, Kool Kat, Friend to the Friendless, Gig-meister, Love of the Loveless, Part-Time
Signaller”. Beneath this, in even smaller print, was more writing that was totally unintelligible as the
print was far too small. One of the shadows scurried over from the corner of the room, took a quick
glance at the card, found it was unable to decipher this tiny print and scurried back to the corner.
Tick. Tock. It had stopped raining.
“Yeah man, that’s me. How can I help you?” Keith asked, returning the card to the waiting hand of
the beauty in black. The woman replaced the card in her bag and pulled out a small silk
handkerchief. She tried, unsuccessfully, to stifle a sob as she dabbed at the corner of her eye with
the silk square.
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“It’s my husband. I fear for his life. You’ve got to help me” she sobbed. Keith once more grasped
the ashtray and passed it across the desk. The tearful wife removed the cigarette from the holder,
leaned forward to stub it out in the ashtray and placed the holder in her bag, retaining her grip on
the damp silk handkerchief.
“My name is Loretta Divine” she continued. “Well, that is my stage name and I’d rather use that at
the moment than my real name”.
“You may use any name you desire” responded the great Woods, feeling desire licking at the edge
of his loins as his eyes fell on the deep, voluptuous cleavage exposed as Loretta had leaned forward
to extinguish her cigarette. “Your cigarette isn’t quite out” he remarked, causing her to lean forward
again to crush the butt once more. She then leaned back in her seat, crossing her legs slowly from
right to left. Keith watched them cross provocatively from left to right and, due to the shortness of
the tight black dress, he was then forced to cross his (whether from right to left or vice versa is
unimportant at this stage).
“My husband, can we call him DD?” she enquired.
“Whatever” squeaked Keith.
“My husband has been dealing with some very unsavoury characters of late. He is a professional
man and is very well respected in his chosen field. However, one of his so-called friends has
involved him with some stupid venture and he has recently been receiving lots of mail. He won’t let
me read any of this and he is looking permanently worried. I think drugs or tapioca may be involved.
What can I do?”
“Hmmmm” murmured Keith. He pondered this for a few moments before rising from his chair in an
imposing manner. He drew open the drawer he had previously opened and grasped the 45 in his
right hand, its blackness glinting in the light from the desk lamp. He strode over to a corner of the
room (bang, bang, bang, bang) to a machine in the corner. He flicked a few switches, placed the 45
on top of the machine and returned to his chair. The 45 spun up to speed and the strains of ‘Ooh
Poo Pah Doo’ echoed from the hi-fi speakers. On the right of his desk (his right, her left) was a state
of the art, cutting edge, Packard Bell PC. With a flick of his imposing finger, he pressed the ‘on’
button and waited. Tick. Tock. Tick. Tock, splat!. Bloody rain. A couple of minutes later he muttered
“Must get someone to show me how to plug this damn thing in”, before turning to face Loretta. She
sat there querulously, eye makeup slightly smudged from her earlier sobbing stint. While Keith was
at the hi-fi, the silk handkerchief must have been returned to the handbag, as her hands were now
empty.
“Leave it with me,” he said. “Give me a ring at the end of the week and I’ll let you know how I get
on.”
“Oh thank you,” she trembled.
“You understand my rates and the method of payment?” he asked. “They’re written on the bottom
of my card”.
Loretta plunged her hand into the confines of her handbag once again to retrieve the card so
carelessly returned there earlier. She peered closely at the bottom of the card for a moment or two.
She held it closer to her face and peered some more. She then leant forward to utilise the light
gleaming from the desk lamp. The imposing Woods reached forward and slid open the drawer on
his left (her right). He extracted the object lying at the top of the drawer and slid it imposingly across
the top of the desk. Grasping the object in her right hand, Loretta held it above the card and stared
through it steadily for several minutes. A confused look climbed from nowhere onto her face and
tentatively, she poked a finger at it (the object, not her face) and then looked up at Keith.
“There’s no lens in this magnifying glass”, she pointed out. A knowing grin spread slowly but surely
over Keith’s imposing visage as he held out his hand for the return of the non-magnifying glass,
which he then returned to the drawer. Loretta replaced the card in her handbag for the second time
that evening. “Well, whatever your fee is, I am sure it will be worth every penny. I have all the details
you will need in this envelope.” As no envelope had been in evidence up until now, she pulled a
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manila envelope from the confines of her handbag to add credence to her words. However, she
failed to notice that the card that had played such an important part in the proceedings to this
juncture had also been extracted and fell to the floor. The eagle eyes of the illustrious Woods could
not be fooled by this sleight of hand (sleight of envelope?) and he watched it flutter to its resting
place beneath the chair. As the envelope was laid carefully upon the desk, he slid it across the
green blotter and flipped it easily into the still open drawer.
“I’ll take a look at that later,” he said, as he slid the drawer closed. At exactly that moment the room
was plunged into silence as the strains of ‘Ooh Poo Pah Doo’ finished their gentle playing.
“Thank you for being so understanding. Please use my mobile number to contact me. You can call
me at any time of the day or night.” With that, she rose from the chair, still failing to notice the card
underneath it and bent down to retrieve her umbrella, causing Keith to cross his legs once more.
With nary a word, she turned, the skirt of her dress flaring provocatively, and crossed towards the
door. The shadows, who had spent most of the recent past minding their own business, rushed from
the corners of the room to join her in her departure. Thoughtfully, she closed the door behind her.
Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Tick, splat! Tock, splat! Keith sat for a while, pondering in a self-assured
and imposing way. As the big hand of the clock on the wall approached the nadir of its circuit, the
leather chair creaked as Keith restored himself to his full imposing height, leaving the chair gently
rocking in his wake. He strode imposingly to the door, opened it and passed through. He crossed
the hall to enter the room opposite and passed water. He then flushed and washed his hands.
Leaving the bathroom, Keith walked to the imposing staircase and descended the single flight to
ground level where he closed the front door. “Hmmm, I must have forgotten to close it earlier,” he
thought to himself, “I wondered how she got upstairs.”
Going to the kitchen, Keith opened the refrigerator and removed a bottle of Lucozade. He then
crossed to a cupboard in the corner, opened it and removed a mop. Placing the bottle of Lucozade
on a work surface beside his mobile phone (which was connected to the mains at the time), he
returned to the front door where he proceeded to mop up the rainwater that had collected on the
floor while the door was standing open. Task completed, he went back to the kitchen, unplugged
his mobile phone and unscrewed the top of the Lucozade bottle, the contents of which he then drank
thirstily. He returned the mop to the cupboard and placed the empty bottle in the waste bin. With
order in the kitchen restored, his phone recharged and his body re-energised, he returned to the
room where the story started.
Halfway to his chair he stopped, turned round, walked back to the door and flicked the light switch
on the wall. Bright fluorescent light flooded the room causing any remaining shadows to be
eliminated immediately. Seated once more in his creaking chair, Keith withdrew the manila envelope
from his desk drawer and slit it open with a deft flick of the paper knife he kept for such deft flicking
operations. He removed the contents and spread them across the top of his desk with a flourish. A
glossy eight by ten photo immediately struck his eye. Blinking rapidly to wipe away the tears caused
by this accident, he then laid the objects out with a great deal more care. The photograph was of a
middle-aged man, quite a handsome chap, sucking on a pipe. Keith studied this photo for a short
while, taking in every detail of the man’s face. He then perused the other objects – a Post-It note
with a mobile telephone number on it adjacent to the name ‘Loretta’ – a sheet of paper which
appeared to contain details of the man in the photo – a small white envelope – a medium sized
white envelope – a paper knife - a large crystal ashtray.
Deciding that the last two objects were not originally in the envelope, Keith discarded these from his
studies. Picking up the larger of the two white envelopes, he once again performed the deft flicking
operation with the paper knife and looked inside the envelope. The only objects visible were bank
notes – the £20 variety. A quick mental calculation gave the result that they totalled £479. Checking
his calculations with a calculator (this calculator hasn’t been mentioned before but it was sitting on
the right of the desk, just beside the PC) Keith adjusted this figure to £500 exactly. On the front of
the envelope he noticed the word “Retainer” so he deduced that the money was meant as a down
payment on his services. In the blink of an eye (well, several blinks actually – that photo had struck
his eye quite hard) the money disappeared into one of the desk drawers.
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Taking hold of his mobile phone, Keith entered the number from the Post-It note, saving it under the
name ‘Cleavage’. He then pressed the call button. After a couple of rings the sultry voice of his
earlier visitor came over the ether, “Hello?”
“Hi, it’s just Keith. I wanted to check I’d got your number right. By the way, you dropped my card
before you left.”
“Oh. I have your number in my phone and I know where you are so I don’t really need it now.”
“Okay then. ‘Bye,” and with that Keith terminated the call.
Keith now returned his attention to the objects scattered across the top of his desk. The crystal
ashtray struck a chord in his memory and he opened the drawer to the bottom right of his desk,
withdrawing a large Tupperware container. From this fashion statement in opaque plastic he
extracted several objects and, in a fashion known to but few in the world, fashioned a fashionable
slim white tube which he then commenced to set fire to. Drawing strongly on this roll-up, he replaced
the Tupperware container in the drawer and perused the sheet of paper with details of the man in
the photo.
“Name: DD,” he read to himself. “Hmmm, no clues there. Age: 55. Address in Woking. Aha, I see
he’s working in General Practice. That must be something to do with the drugs connection. I wonder
where the tapioca comes in? Married with a couple of teenage children and he likes a game of
squash. I see he’s into football and Rock'n'Roll – glad to see he’s got good musical taste even if the
same can’t be said about his politics. Now, what’s this? He’s been receiving an awful lot of personal
mail over the past few months and has been spending more and more time in his study. He’s also
been making lots of extra phone calls and has been very secretive about what he’s up to.”
Replacing the sheet of paper on his desk Keith took a final drag on his cigarette and stubbed it out
in the ashtray. This action reminded him of Loretta’s cleavage, causing him to cross his legs again.
He sat back in the chair and steepled his fingertips (a good trick if you can do it). After pondering
what he had read for a few minutes, he picked up the final object on the desk, the smaller of the two
envelopes. Retrieving the paper knife he once again performed his DFO (deft flicking operation)
exposing the contents of the envelope.
The first of these was a bill for 12 cases of sugar-free tapioca. The next was an invoice for one gross
of Viagra tablets. The third and final object was another envelope, folded in half, and addressed to
the mysterious DD at the address he had read earlier. Another DFO later and the letter inside was
in his hand.
‘Dear Doctor Dale, I have read your column in 'Tales From The
Woods' and I wondered if you could help me. I have been seeing
this woman for a few months now and so far have been unable to
perform the ‘dance of the beast with two backs’ with her. She
seems willing but every time we get close to achieving mutual
satisfaction my old feller fails me. Can you send me some of your
world-renowned ‘Viagra and Tapioca’ mix? I feel sure this would
alleviate my problems and allow us to progress our relationship.’
“Bugger me!” expostulated Keith. “It’s my old mate Charles. I’m
surprised I didn’t recognise his wife.” With that, he pressed redial
on his phone and in a couple of rings was again talking to Loretta.
“Hello my dear, Keith again. You’ll be happy to know that I have solved the case. Your husband’s
extra-curricular activities are all perfectly legal and he remains an outstanding pillar of the
community. You have nothing to worry about. Oh, thanks for the money.” With that, Keith terminated
the call, another case successfully solved, his immaculate and imposing record as a Private Dick
intact.

H
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 09, 2021
Mary Wilson RIP
It's very sad that Mary Wilson, founder member of the Primettes
and the Supremes - the most successful female group of all time
- has died at the relatively young age of 76. It's good, though,
that she is getting the recognition her long career undoubtedly
deserves. Although she didn't sing lead on any of the Supremes
big hits in the Diana Ross era, she was an integral member of
the group, adding to its glamorous image and contributing to
dozens of recordings from its early days as the Primettes in 1960
right through to 1977 when she left the reformed group.
She enjoyed a fairly successful solo career and carried out a
lengthy 'Truth In Music' campaign to stop the use of a group's
name unless an original member is in the group or the
successors are licensed to use the name by the last person to
hold the title to the name. Her books - 'Dreamgirl' and 'Supreme Faith' - are among the most
interesting memories of Motown from its earliest days, with much information about Berry Gordy
and fellow Supremes Diana Ross and Florence Ballard.
I was a big fan of the Supremes from the time of their first UK release, 'When The Lovelight Starts
Shining Thru' His Eyes' in 1964 and loved the follow ups 'Where Did Our Love Go', 'Baby Love',
'Come See About Me', 'Stop In The Name Of Love' and the rest. A wonderful string of records
throughout the sixties and into the seventies after Diana had left. Ironically, she didn't sing on
'Someday We'll Be Together'. Looking through my records it turns out that I have 24 LPs featuring
the Supremes, plus many singles and EPs. So pictured are the earlier LPs to the left and later ones,
including compilations and those with the Temptations to the right.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2021
Latest music deaths
As ever. there are some music deaths to report. I only recall seeing one of them perform live and
that was rockabilly singer Gene Summers who has died aged 82. Originally from Dallas, Gene
recorded several records with his group the Rebels for the newly formed Jan label which went on
to be covered by many later rock and roll bands. 'School of Rock and Roll' was later recorded by
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the Polecats, the Lennerockers, Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Boys and the Reverend Horton Heat
among others, while his biggest hit 'Big Blue Diamonds' was recorded by Jerry Lee Lewis, Ernest
Tubb and Merle Kilgore. Other well-known songs included 'Straight
Skirt', 'Nervous', 'Gotta Lotta That' and 'Alabama Shake'.
After leaving the Rebels Gene formed a new band the Tom Toms,
a period which included some of his most successful records in
1963/4 and later in his career he was a regular on the rockabilly
circuit at festivals in the US and Europe. The one time I saw him
was at Viva Las Vegas in 2017 (pictured here) where his
accomplished set included 'Gotta Lotta That', 'Straight Skirt',
'Alabama Shake, 'Fancy Dan' and 'School of Rock and Roll'.
Another recent death is that of reggae great Ewart Beckford, better
known as U Roy at the age of 78. A pioneer of toasting, U Roy was
born in Kingston and worked on sound systems throughout the
sixties before being discovered by John Holt toasting over a Duke
Reid track. This led to U Roy, or Hugh Roy as he was also known at
times, recording for Duke Reid's Treasure Isle label including 'Wake
The Town' and 'Wear You To The Ball'. He also recorded a DJ
version of the Paragons' 'The Tide Is High' and performed in the UK
on a tour organised by Rita and Benny King of R and B Records.
His 1975 album 'Dread In a Babylon' was successful, as were others
including 'Natty Dread', 'Rasta Ambassador' and 'Jah Son of Africa'.
Another recent death is that of folk singer/songwriter Marc Ellington (75) who began his career
with the Highwaymen. He moved to the UK to avoid the Vietnam War draft and recorded several
solo LPs which are now highly collectable. These include 'Marc Ellington;, 'Rains/Reins of Changes'
and 'A Question of Roads' for Philips and B and C. He bought and restored a castle in Scotland and
served as deputy lieutenant of Aberdeenshire and a member of the Heritage Lottery Fund
Committee for Scotland.
Other recent deaths include Gene Taylor, aged 68, a boogie woogie pianist who played with
Canned Heat, the Blasters and the Fabulous Thunderbirds among others and recorded a solo album
in 1986 called 'Handmade'. In later years he lived in Belgium and toured as the Gene Taylor Trio.
It's farewell also to jazz composer and keyboardist Chick Corea at the age of 79. Regarded as one
of the pioneers of jazz fusion, he played with Herbie Mann and Stan Getz in the 1960s and with
Miles Davis on several live albums. He formed Circle with bassist Dave Holland and enjoyed
success with 'Return To Forever' in 1972. He went on to record many more albums and picked up
numerous Grammy nominations between 1976 and 2020.
SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 2021
Howard Grimes - the Bulldog's story
Howard Grimes is one of the greatest drummers of all time and his metronomic backing behind
Memphis artists such as Al Green, Syl Johnson and O V Wright is instantly recognisable. He was
nicknamed the Bulldog by Willie Mitchell, who said 'When a bulldog get mad, you hear him knockin’
over shit, he don’t want to be bothered. I can hear you comin’, Howard, I know when you’re comin’,
you put that foot down and clamp on that beat.' His autobiography 'Timekeeper: My Life In Rhythm',
written with Preston Lauterbach (whose earlier book 'The Chitlin Circuit' is essential reading for
lovers of soul and R and B) is due out in July.
Howard's drumming career goes back to the earliest days of Stax and he played on such classic
tracks as 'Gee Whiz' by Carla Thomas and 'You Don't Miss Your Water' by William Bell, but it's his
work with Willie Mitchell at Hi that really made its mark. He played on Willie's 'Soul Serenade' and
on tracks such as 'A Nickel and Nail' and 'Ace of Spades' by OV Wright - a man who he describes
as the 'the finest vocalist I ever worked with'. He was the man keeping the beat on Ann Peebles' 'I
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Can't Stand The Rain', Denise Lasalle's 'Trapped By A Thing Called Love', 'Get Your Lie Straight'
by Bill Coday and 'We Did It' by Syl Johnson.
But it was his work behind Al Green, for whom he shared the
drum kit with his friend Al Jackson, that he is perhaps best
known. 'Tired Of Being Alone', 'Take Me To The River' and
'Love and Happiness' all featured Howard's drum work.
Howard presents a gritty account of his life in Memphis, with
violence, drugs and women problems never far away. He is
less than complimentary at times about Al Green and Hi
Records guitarist Teenie Hodges and even Willie Mitchell.
He recalls how Johnny Baylor, who managed Luther Ingram
and who screwed Isaac Hayes over after he had brought him
into Stax, took a shine to him when he visited Hi and gave
him his card, saying 'I Kill For A Living'. Memphis was a
violent town. Howard's brother was murdered as was Al
Jackson. And then Willie sold Hi Records and Howard was
out of a job. His marriage had broken down and he became
homeless.
Howard says that despite problems between them Al Green
did what he could to help and he says OV Wright never
turned against him. He played with OV in Japan, but OV's
drug and alcohol problems worsened and he died two years
later. By the end Willie had to carry him into the studio to do
his sessions, he recalls. Racism was another problem and he recalls a tour he made with Paul
Revere and the Raiders when singer Mark Lindsay refused to perform because of racism towards
Howard. Howard eventually found happiness with a new wife and his belief in God.
The Hi Rhythm Section got back together in a tribute to O V Wright in 2009 with Otis Clay and the
Masqueraders singing his songs. They played at the Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans and he was
invited by keyboard player Archie Turner, known as Hubbie, to play at Wild Bill's juke joint in
Memphis. Hubbie introduced him to Scott Bomar who had formed the Bo-Keys with former Stax and
Hi musicians. Howard says: 'I’m not angry with Stax. I’m not angry with Hi. But Scott Bomar at
Electraphonic is the only person who’s ever paid me right.'
His final words: 'When Elvis lifted Memphis music, we already had so much to work with. Nightclubs
were full of talent. The schools developed talent. The fans wanted to come out and hear the best.
That already existed before the big business side of
things happened. Elvis’s hit records inspired studios
to open up. Those studios found their own sounds,
and made their own artists. The money and success
that followed ended up being bad for the music.
Greed, corruption, and violence killed us. It killed Al
Jackson Jr. It killed Stax. It killed Hi Records. If we
could have stayed on peace and togetherness, we’d
still be on top.'
The photo to the right shows Howard during one of
the interview sessions at the Ponderosa Stomp in
2015 when he played with other members of the Hi
Rhythm Section.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Thoughts About The Departed
In the absence of live music and normal or customary everyday living, news of deaths of artists who
have had an impact, however small, linger longer in one’s thoughts. Obituaries are read with greater
interest, unfamiliar (to me) facts about them are discovered, and old memories are rekindled. Here
are a few examples from the last twelve months.
Before his death on 1 April 2020, I had not heard any of the work of
guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli, although I was aware that he was very popular
with fans of mainstream jazz. However, his obituaries alerted me to his
extensive work as a studio musician, and the number of hits on which he
appeared, which included Stand By Me (Ben E King), If Ever I Saw Your
Face (Roberta Flack), and the recordings of Dion & The Belmonts. It
turned out that I had been listening to him for years.
I first saw alto saxophonist Richie Cole, who died 2 May 2020, at the North Sea Jazz
Festival in Den Haag in the 1980s, where his enthusiastic bop style was wellreceived. A few years later I saw him at the 100 Club, backed by drummer Tommy
Chase and members of his band. At one point, he began chanting “Tommy Chase,
Tommy Chase, Tommy Chase”, more slurred than jazz vocal and most likely affected
by the spirit (or spirits) of the evening.
Jazz singer Annie Ross died 21 July 2020, four days before
her ninetieth birthday, after a remarkable life. Born in Surrey
to Scottish parents, they moved to New York when she was
four, but when they returned to Britain, she remained
behind, moving in with her aunt. A life in entertainment
followed: singing, songwriting, membership of a multiracial
vocal trio (Lambert, Hendricks & Ross), friendship with Billie
Holiday, drug addiction, ownership of a nightclub in London
(Annie’s Room), and acting in films and TV. A wonder she
found time to eat.
Pianist Junior Mance, whose playing was influenced by blues and church,
died 17 January 2021. His life could have ended much earlier, but, when
he was drafted into the Army in 1951, he was not allowed to join the Army
band as he did not play a marching instrument. His life was saved by
Cannonball Adderley, the band’s leader, who, having heard him play,
wanted him in the band, and eventually found a means to achieve it. Not
long later Junior Mance found out that the company that he had been training in had been shipped
out to Korea, and in a short space of time had almost all been wiped out.
Chris Barber, trombonist and the leader of a ‘trad’ jazz band, which he
started in 1949, died 2 March 2021. He was rightly credited for his
involvement in encouraging the growth in popularity of American blues
music by virtue of a group within his band playing blues, and by bringing
over the real deal in later years. This clearly bypassed some fans, as he
described in an interview in the British Blue Review in 1988. Along with the
National Jazz Federation he was involved in putting on the American Folk
Blues Festivals in Britain for promoters Horst Lippmann and Fritz Rau, and
he was asked to announce the artists for the 1964 festival at the Fairfield
Halls. After the event the NJF received a letter enquiring how could they let
a know-nothing Trad man on the same stage. Where else would they play?
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
JAMES PURIFY
James Lee Purify was born 12th May 1944 in Pensacola, Florida. In
1965 along with his cousin Robert Lee Dickey they formed the highpowered soul duo James & Bobby Purify.
During the early sixties Dickey worked as a singer/guitarist in the
Dothan Sextet, a group fronted by Mighty Sam McClain. When Florida
DJ and promoter Don Schroeder offered McClain a solo career. Dickey
recommended his cousin James as a replacement. Their onstage duets
became so popular that Schroeder soon offered the duo a contract.
Their first single was the melodious poignant ballad ‘I’m Your Puppet’,
which was recorded at the legendary Fame studios in Muscle Shoals,
and written by Dan Penn and Spooner Oldham. Released on Bell
records, it reached both the R&B (5) and Pop charts (6).
Over the next ten years they were rarely away from the charts with several trusted releases,
highlights being the frantic ‘Shake A Tail Feather’, (R&B 15) (Pop 25), which was originally recorded
by The Du-Tones, the classic UK Northern soul floor filler ‘Do Unto Me’ (R&B 38) (Pop 73), and a
Soulboy favourite, the jogging ‘Untie Me’ (R&B 47).
Dickey retired in 1970, and James found another Bobby in Ben Moore**. This new combination
secured a 1976 UK hit with a remake of ‘I’m Your Puppet’. Unable to sustain this rejuvenation the
duo parted company.
James & Bobby Purify, along with other sixties soul duos, Sam & Dave, Knight Brothers, Maurice &
Mac, Pic & Bill, The Brothers Two etc, were part of a sixties soul duo brotherhood.
He died 22nd January 2021, a Covid-19 victim.
**In 1981 Ben Moore released a superb album SANCTIFIED that is worth checking out.
SHERMAN ROBERTSON
Sherman Robertson blues guitarist, singer,
songwriter, was in my opinion one of the
greatest blues performers to come from blues.
He was born 27th October 1948 in Breaux
Bridge, Louisiana. In his late teens, Robertson
played in a pick up group, which played the
bars around Houston. He issued two albums
with his Crosstown Blues Band in 1974 and
1979.
In 1982 the king of Zydeco, Clifton Chenier,
heard Robertson’s band playing at the
Crosstown Blues Festival. He hired Robertson on the spot and toured with Chenier for several years
in the eighties.
After Chenier’s death in 1987 Robertson hocked up with Rockin’ Dopsie, then Terrance Simien
before going solo. Robertson’s guitar work appeared on Paul Simon’s legendary Graceland album.
After a few self doubts Robertson’s brand of Louisiana swamp and Texas Blues was now ready to
unleash itself to the world. In 1994 he signed to Mike Vernon's Code Blue label, which results in the
excellent albums, I’M THE MAN, and in 1995 HERE & NOW. However, the record label folded and
in 1998 he signed with Audioquest, releasing the album GOING BACK HOME.
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First time I saw him live was at the Blues Estafette in Utrecht, his
sizzling guitar playing and soulful vocals was captivating and
extremely impressive. He was definitely the star of the weekend.
I’ve seen him live numerous times since then. Along with his burning
guitar work, juke joint blues and meaningful vocals, he was a great
showman. His connection with the audience was breathtaking.
In 2021 he suffered a stroke. He died 28th January 2021.
NOLAND PORTER
Singer, songwriter Noland Frederick Porter was Born 10th May
1949, in Los Angeles, California but very little is known about his
early life.
His first recording came in 1971, released under the name of
Nolan, which was a cover of Van Morrison’s 'Crazy Love', on the
lizard label. Later that year, still with Lizard, he finds both the US
R&B (40) and Pop (70) charts with, 'I Like What You Give'. The
album NO APOLOGIES complements the single. Later in 1971
he released, as N F Porter, 'Keep On Keeping On', which was
also a hit on both the R&B (39) and Pop (77) and later a massive
UK Northern soul hit.
He bounced back in 1973 with his final chart entries and his
biggest hit, 'If I Could Only Be Sure', R&B (29) Pop (89), on the ABC imprint, which was covered by
Paul Weller. His final forty five was in 1973 with 'Oh Baby/Sugar Man'.
Jump forward a few years, where his best known song, 'Keep On Keeping On', found favour on the
UK Northern Soul scene, which over time became one of the scene’s most requested discs. On the
back of his new found UK fame he frequently toured the Northern Territory of the UK.
He finally settled back in Los Angeles, where he continued to work in the music business.
He died 4th February 2021.
JAMES BURKE was part of the Chicago Family group The Five Stairsteps, consisting of five family
members. Nurtured and produced by Curtis Mayfield, they made the R&B charts seventeen times
between 1966 and 1976, all in the Chicago soft soul idiom. Their biggest hits were the sweet ballads
‘O-o-h Child’ and ‘From Us To You’.
He died 19th February 2021 aged 70.
THE ICA RECORDS STORY
After a turbulent few years on Friday 19th December 1975 adversaries of Stax Records Incorporated
finally administered the deathblow. On order of the bankruptcy court judge, the doors of the
organisation were forced to close. Soul innovator Al Bell, a former DJ, President and Chairman of
Stax Records was also alleged to have conspired to de-fraud a bank of $18 million. Following a
lengthy trial, Bell was exonerated and cleared of all charges.
Al Bell moved to Washington and founded a new record label I.C.A. (The Independence Corporation
Of America) in 1977. In the five years the label lasted a considerable amount of success was
achieved. Remember 1977 was the height of the disco boom, and to launch an independent label
against the then current trend was quite a challenge. It needed someone of Bell's stature behind it
to succeed. Succeed it did, releasing some extremely quality Soul music.
In addition to providing the necessary business acumen Bell also contributed creatively, although
the artistic mainstay was Monk Higgins (alias Milton Bland, Vee Pee) who in one or other of his
guises wrote, produced and arranged the majority of the label’s twenty or so releases.
Throughout its period ICA's turquoise label waved the soul banner high, with an unadulterated
variety of releases across the soul spectrum, plus a few duff uns, mainly all having a prominent
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rhythm section and powerful horn arrangements allied to superb vocals, and to a certain extent
mirrored the Stax and Goldwax formula/trademark. Most of the label’s signings had long recording
careers behind them.
The label made a fruitful start with their first three releases being sizeable R&B hits. Unfortunately,
this momentum could not be sustained, and it was not until the last days of the label that commercial
success was once again attained. The independent label’s battle against the giants forced Bell to
move to Little Rock where operating costs were cheaper. He continued to try to run the label on a
shoestring, struggling against the advancing modern technology, and soul trends, but continued to
release singles into the early eighties. In 1982 ICA metamorphosed into Phono. Mavis Staples’
'Love Gone Bad' being its most well-known release.
001 Frank Lucas - Good Thing Man/I Want My Mule Back
Frank Lucas was a Country & Western singer before recording for
I.C.A. Shifting over to soul he opens the label’s history with 'Good
Thing Man', which was an immediate success, hovering around the
R&B charts for six months reaching top ten R&B, and top hundred
pop. A grooving hypnotic bluesy gem, with a punchy horn section
swirling in the background, as our man offers any Gal all night
satisfaction. "I've got a whole lot of yum yum".
002 Margie Evans - Good Thing Queen/part 2
This was the female answer disc to Frank Lucas's all night grinding.
Evans’ destroying vocals strut and testify mightily to the fact that she is one hell of a lusting woman.
Overtly suggestively sexual and raw, "like a big delicious apple you only need one a day" the husky
voiced fox lays down her mean dominating sexual sound to a steady brassy riff. Deep soul of the
highest order. "I'll make you moan". It reached 47 on the R&B charts.
003 Vernon Garrett - I'm At The Crossroads/part 2
West Coast veteran sixties hitmaker Garrett, who seems to have recorded for all the great Southern
labels pops into ICA with a pounding gritty Southern soul Tyrone Davis type beater. This hypnotic
disc finds Garrett's husky vocal over a busy swinging arrangement, deciding whether to get married
or not. Horns, flickering keyboards and merging synthesises combine to create a highly catchy
groove. It reached 38 on the R&B charts.
004 Freddy Robinson - I Like To Dance/Knee Bone
For whatever reason he begins quietly with a dedication "to dear mum from yours truly" then ploughs
into a bass dominated messily arranged contrived dancer with multi-tracked purring vocal along the
Johnny Guitar Watson, Sly Stone avenue, ending with an elongated out of context guitar solo, which
is a lot better than the preceding vocal offering.
005 Runette Roberts - She Didn't Know (Some Other Woman Carried Her Name)/inst version
ICA bounce back with one of the finest releases from the label. Pushed all the way, feeding off the
male back up vocals as they curl around and echo each line. Roberts’ performance is brilliant as
she reluctantly comes to terms with the shock that her indoor sport dude is two timing and already
married. A wonderful piece of soul music.
006 William Stuckey - You Can Count On Me/Disco Fly
Moody deep Southern slow paced song, performed in gentle bluesy baritone with rippling piano and
sympathetic strings. Nice one Willie.
007 John Gilliam - Come Back Carol/It's True It's True, It's Only You
Shuffling beat ballad delivered in plummy warm dark baritone reminiscent of Joe Simon. This is a
good chunky soulful plodder, and along with some mesmerising guitar, all add up to a justifiable
delight.
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008 David Dee - Give Me Some Air/Message To You
Disappointing release from Dee. But on the B side we find a little gem. A simple mid paced melodic
floater, with meaningful lyrics set against a swingingly lazy laid back arrangement.
011 Frank Lucas - Don't Put Out The Fire/I Believe It's Time To Move On
The riff is similar to 'Good Thing Man' with Lucas’ assured singing, sudden manic spurts into falsetto,
with full production rhythm section, sharp brass arrangement, hard sax solo, and back up vocals all
adding up to a brilliant driving romp, with police sirens, and guest female vocalist screeching as she
echoes Lucas's soulful wails before closing with a party time raunchy sax solo. Must just pop to the
B side for a good ‘n beefy groove, which takes us back to Tyrone Davis territory. For no reason as
the forty five moves to the large centre hole, our female back up singer from the A side squeals and
screams as if she's having the most amazing orgasmic experience.
012 Margie Evans - I'm On My Way/It Can't Be You
Skips along at disco-ish tempo with a cleverly understated arrangement providing a grooving
backdrop to her gritty Gospel based vocals, which combines elements of Millie Jackson and Mavis
Staples, then a brief flute interlude leads to a frantic call and response climax.
015 International Choral Aggregation - ICA Special/part 2
Twaddle
017 Theresa Davis - Daddy Long Legs/part 2
Ms Davis simply wants to dance, swing, jump, shake, boogie woogie etc with Long Legs. A decent
groove to it.
018 Monk Higgins Orch - My Girls/Rock’n’Roll Has Got To Go
The label ventures into Jazz, with some fine sax blowing from saxophonist Higgins. I certainly do
not agree with the B side.
019 Vernon Garrett - Hey Young Girl/Midnight In The City
Our man’s rawness gargles and rasps like a good un, while the chugging rhythm thrashes beneath
Garrett's salacious tones as it all glides effortlessly along. I don't know if he's trying to be helpful to
this young thing or get his end away. Probably the latter.
021 Johnnie Gilliam - (Tonight's The Night) Love Will Make It Right/Thank You For Loving Me
Gilliam comes on sounding like a hybrid of Jerry Butler on this really good funky bluesy plodder,
with Gilliam's guitar playing prominent, along with tasty piano, he sings with much conviction.
022 Edee - When He Calls Me/Make It Last
Lightweight but charming as she sings about the wonders of the telephone.
023 Chairman Of The Board - Someone Just Like You/Come On In And Dance
Pretty close to their early Invictus stuff, nice shuffle if somewhat
repetitive.
026 L V Johnson - It's Not My Time/Let Yourself Go
028 L V Johnson - I Don't Really Care/I Love You, I Want You, I Need
You
Both these releases nibbled the R&B charts, as the label bowed out. L
V's chocolate coated gravelly rusty nail vocals are tortured and hurt on
these misery ridden slowies. He shrugs his shoulders on lost and
wanna be love affairs. 'It's Not My Time' is the best of the four, both
lyrically and melodically, mournfully executed, grimly hanging onto the edge of despair. L V must
have thought so too as it appears again on his 1989 Ichiban COLD AND MEAN album.
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Some L V Johnson facts. Nephew of Elmore James. One of the Dells is his cousin. Spent several
years doing session work at Stax Records. Was part owner of a steakhouse and nightclub in
Chicago. He had more success as a writer than as an artist. Big hits from his pen were 'Are You
Serious' Tyrone Davis, and 'Give Your Baby A Standing Ovation' Dell's to name two. He passed on
in November 1994.
Missing ICA issue numbers are not known to me.
EASTER CLASSIC OF THE ISSUE

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

The printers of choice for TFTW
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A 62 track two CD set comprising all the hits and much more
from a hillbilly duo who were much in demand with Their
Tennessee Mountain Boys in the USA but meant little at the time
in Europe.
Tastes change, and now authentic hillbilly is catnip for those
who look beyond and before Nashville for their hit of country
classics.
The pair, related by marriage, hit US country number one with I
Get So Lonely, and had top ten hits with Poison Love, Three
Ways of Knowing, and Kiss Crazy Baby. Their spot-on country
harmonies rival those of the brother acts who pre-dated and
inspired The Everlys.
Paul Watts, who compiled this, deserves a tip of the stetson for his informative sleeve notes and full
recording session details.
John Howard

The Continental rockin' scene has never been healthier, or more
authentic. This 20 track collection underlines that with this
follow-up to Farewell Britain from the same label which went
down well last year.
Bands come from France, Portugal, the Czech Republic,
Germany, Austria and elsewhere, and have names like The Nut
Jumpers, BB and the Blues Shacks and The Jelly Roll Men.
All write their own numbers, and are well served by photos,
thumbnail biographies and excellent sleeve art under the
supervision of compiler Mark Armstrong who, as always, does
a great job. Recommended to the open minded.
John Howard

If those folk who release collections under the generic title Now
That's What I Call... ever decided to release a rockabilly
compilation, they could do worse than follow the track listing of
this magnificent release.
Fully half the 27 titles here were floor fillers in the seventies
rockabilly revival when they were released officially or otherwise
on forty five vinyl.
Dennis Herrold's Hip Hip Baby, Ray Melton's Boppin' Guitar and
Clyde Stacy's Hoy Hoy were and are treasured on original US
labels, while tracks like Sonny Burgess’ Ain't Got A Thing, Jerry
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Byrne's Lights Out, Bob Landers’ Cherokee Dance actually had UK releases.
OK, you've been collecting for years, and have most of these tracks. But all in the same place? I
doubt it. Buy this, just to keep things tidy.
John Howard

A 27 track compilation curated by Marcus Juarez in El Paso
Texas features a playlist that would not have been out of place
at the Royalty Ballroom, Southgate, at the height of the
rockabilly revival in the seventies.
Little Pig by Dale Hawkins opens the collection and it's followed
by Look Out Mabel by G.L.Crockett and then its Henrietta by
Jimmy Dee and the Offbeats. If that's what gets you bopping,
then the rest of the collection will keep you on the dance floor
until your knees give way.
Jello Sal by Benny Ingram, Speechless by The Catalinas and
Bee Boppin' Daddy by Les Cole pave the way for Cliff Johnson's
Go 'Way Hound Dog, Corky Jones’ Hot Dog and Baby Baby by Curtis Johnson.
You already know they are good, you've probably got many of them, so get them again in remastered sound, in a sleeve that features vintage fillies in outfits that suggest they will be catching
a cold soon if they don't wrap up a bit.
John Howard

The demise of the 45rpm vinyl single has deprived music buyers
of one of the delights of record buying – flipping the record over
to discover a track as good as the A side, if not better.
Now Jasmine and compiler Roger Dopson have addressed that
problem and have come up with a collection of 32 B sides that
should have had more attention on first release.
Fortunately, Roger has excellent taste. The first four tracks
illustrate that point. The Crickets’ Tell Me How, The Coasters’
That Is Rock'n'Roll, Jerry Lee Lewis' It'll Be Me and Duane
Eddy's Stalkin' are the equal of Maybe Baby, Along Came
Jones, Whole Lot of Shakin' Goin' On and Rebel Rouser.
By track five we have Conway Twitty's I'll Try, a solid rocker in
direct contrast to its ballad flip It's Only Make Believe, so good it attracted nearly as many covers
as the topside.
Ben E. King's Stand By Me is now a standard, but its flip On The Horizon is a mystical, unforgettable
gospel-inspired number that always had a more profound effect on me.
The rest of the acts are a who's who of fifties and sixties chart acts, among them Bobby Darin,
Johnny Burnette, Sam Cooke, Gene Pitney and Brenda Lee.
Was Love Hurts by Roy Orbison really a B side, was Johnny Cash's Get Rhythm intended to be an
also-ran, did Chuck Berry's Reelin' and Rocking deserve flip obscurity? Of course not, and this
collection proves it.
John Howard
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A companion to the pop version, this is again 32 tracks featuring
flips that equalled the top sides for quality, if not sales.
So we have Johnny Guitar Watson, Ruth Brown, Ray Charles
and Lavern Baker, all of whom produced songs that were as
good as one another, despite record company decisions to
designate them A sides or otherwise.
Folk whose only experience of Bobby “Blue” Bland is a greatest
hits collection for instance, miss out on the shattering, earth
moving beauty of the flip of Turn On Your Love Light, a heartwrenching ballad You're The One.
Joe Turner's Midnight Cannonball, Bo Diddley's Bring it to
Jerome and Ben E. King's The Hermit of Misty Mountain should
be in every collection.
Well done to compiler and sleeve note writer Roger Dopson.
John Howard

There have been numerous Prima collections over the years,
but every generation needs reminding of the gruff musical
talents and danceability of this musical veteran who took on
Rock'n'Roll – and won.
Numbers like the title track, 5 Months, 2 Weeks, 2 Days, and
Just a Gigolo in the fifties proved that a man whose music career
began in the thirties could adapt to the Big Beat.
He wrote the dance floor favourite Sing Sing Sing and recorded
it often, but herein is the best cut he made of it, in 1959. Other
fine tracks include Oh Marie, Whistle Stop and Buona Sera, all
of which reflect his audience-friendly attack and joi de vivre.
An excellent 25 track overview of material he released on
Columbia, Jubilee and Capitol, with informative sleeve notes from compiler Roger Dopson.
John Howard

This is the fifth and final album in the Hillbilly Bop and Rustic
Rockabilly series which provides twenty-eight boot heel
stomping cuts.
Among the interesting array of artists both known and obscure
are Shorty Holloway and His Prairie Ramblers, Lee Madron,
Hunter Watts and His Southern Pals, and Endom Spires, whose
hiccupping vocal style recalls Charlie Feathers, who covered his
excellent offering I Wonder Where You are Tonight under the
title Rain.
Internationally known artists include George Jones, Jimmy and
Johnny, Arnold Van Winkle who recorded with his sibling as the
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Van Brothers, Ray Campi and Webb Pierce. The series is closed by Brother Claude Ely, and his
jumping gospel tune There's a Leak in This Old Building which was also recorded and featured in
Elvis Presley's 1956 movie Love Me Tender as We're Gonna Move.
Collectors of the originals of Elvis titles are gonna love this.
Jimmy and Johnny's Can't Find the Doorknob is classic rockabilly, included in fewer compilations
than its quality deserves, and is the pick of the bunch for me.
Once more, a tip of the cowboy hat to compiler Mark Armstrong, more strength to his arm. Excellent,
detailed sleeve notes, and easy to use packaging.
John Howard

Unless you follow the names of the session men who invented
Rock'n'Roll, Mickey Baker may be unfamiliar.
But he was one of the architects of the Big Beat, playing guitar
on most of the early rockers and R&B rockers that came out of
New York.
Listed in the 100 most influential guitarists in rock by Rolling
Stone magazine, he featured on such huge US hits as Etta
James’ (Mama) He Treats Your Daughter Mean, Joe Turner's
Shake, Rattle and Roll, and Nappy Brown's Don't Be Angry.
Compiler Bob Fisher has sprinkled the hits across this 29-track
compilation, but has chosen, wisely, to concentrate on cuts that
benefit from Baker's distinctive guitar work.
It's a cross-label compilation, much like Baker himself who would be booked for sessions no matter
on what imprint the finished work would feature.
Artists he backed included Champion Jack Dupree, Young Jessie, and Little Willie John, but there
are other lesser-known names that equal the vocal talents of the big sellers. An historic release,
yes, but totally entertaining from start to finish.
John Howard

A new approach to multi-artist compilations. The un-named
compiler declares you won't find liner notes because they trust
you, the buyer, to use your computer or smartphone to find more
information.
Fair enough, but that's not going to tell us the identity of those
half-dressed ladies who decorate the fold-out sleeve on this
excellent 25 track compilation.
The theme is black female movers 'n' shakers in uptempo R&B
from the mid-fifties into the sixties, and there are some big
names here, including Little Esther, Baby Washington and Etta
James, with The Deacon Moves In, No Tears, and Something's
Gotta Hold On Me, respectively.
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The lesser-known acts reflect that quality, and it was inspired to include the Mickey and Sylvia B
side No Good Lover. But for me, Dolly Cooper's My Man is the standout favourite. But there's
nothing not to like if sax-driven dancers are your thing.
John Howard

Sub-titled 25 Black Woman Singer Movers & Shakers, this
second volume matches the quality of the debut offering,
introducing some new names like Dakota Staton, Donna
Hightower and Margo White alongside those who appear on
Volume 1, like Etta James, The Teen Queens and Linda
Hopkins.
It's all enjoyable, but the lack of sleeve notes combined with
curiosity leads one to learn more. Priscilla Bowman's version of
A Rockin' Good Way is the original, cut a couple of years before
composer Brook Benton's version.
And Margo White's version of Don't Mess With My Man is a
revival of the Irma Thomas original cut three years later.
Both, of course, are brilliant and there's no doubt Priscilla's hard rocking version shades any
revivals, so thanks but no thanks Shaky.
Also worthy of a mention are Katy Webster's I Feel So Low, and, an odd inclusion, a duet between
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong on the near-novelty Who Walks In When I Walk Out.
John Howard

This prolific harmony group were known in the UK for just one
huge hit, Big Man, but in the States they were steady hitmakers
for years, and one of the Capitol label's most valuable
properties.
That sole English hit does not do justice to a prolific and popular
group whose influence on Brian Wilson and the Beach Boys
becomes evident here.
Think Beach Boy ballads like In My Room, and Warmth of the
Sun, the Four Preps were making soundalikes four years before
Capitol signed the Wilson boys.
This set opens with dreamy ballads, but it's not until they cut
their first self-penned number Where Wuz You in 1957 that Rock'n'Roll comes into the picture. It's
a doo-wop jiver featuring the fifth member of the group, pianoman and arranger Lincoln Mayorga.
There's a huge variety of styles here, including pop, Latin, singalongs, and copious amounts of
parody, as in More Money for You and Me, which has the Preps taking off The Fleetwoods, The
Hollywood Argyles and The Platters with ferocious accuracy.
This great value 60 track double CD has some surprises, not least the Preps’ take on Webb Pierce's
I Ain't Never, and Hank Williams Kaw Liga.
Compiler Paul Watts includes a 24-page illustrated booklet to produce a splendid package.
John Howard
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Sadly, the last of this particular strand of the Southern Bred
franchise, but it's possible compiler Mark Armstrong has saved
the best 'til the last.
Almost all of the 28 tracks here feature big band backings with
lashes of brass, piano, and shouted blues vocals to provide
proto-Rock'n'Roll for dancing.
Stand outs for me include Little Esther and future Coaster
Bobby Nunn on You Took My Love Too Fast with a hard rocking
instrumental break which belies its 1953 vintage, Chavez and
Chaney's Piccadilly Rock, and Vivian Green and Her Trio on
Bowlegged Boogie, about which more.
Who could possibly come up with a lyric that paired a bowlegged
woman with a knocked-knee man so they could dance in a sardine can? Someone can, and did.
Other acts include Chuck Higgins, Don Julian and the Meadowlarks, and Gene and Eunice, but in
line with the label credo, it's all killer with no filler. Or words to that effect.
John Howard

One of the first of the US harmony outfits to choose a bird name
for themselves, The Ravens set a trend that continues to this
day.
They started in the forties with sweet-sounding ballads, and
went on to score 11 sepia chart entries, hitting the top five with
Send for Me If You Need Me, Write Me a Letter and Rock Me
All Night Long, included here.
It's a comprehensive 103 track, four CD collection, with detailed
sleeve notes and illustrations, and is dominated by the bass
voice of lead singer Jimmy Ricks. Listening to Jimmy is like
sliding into a warm bath, all enveloping, soporific and relaxing.
There are originals, show tunes, standards like Begin the
Beguine, September Song and Ol' Man River, and the occasional mid-tempo offering, but wild
rocking was not where these birds nested. Instead, enjoy their perfect harmonies.
John Howard

Seldom do you find a Rock'n'Roll compilation inspired by a
photo rather than a song. But that's just what we have here.
The photo in question, displayed on the front sleeve, has Clyde
McPhatter kissed on each cheek by Atlantic label-mates Ruth
Brown and Lavern Baker.
Fortunately, that is also a track on this superb 30 tracker, by
Clyde himself, and it's a goodie.
Most of the cuts here are little known, since the aim of compiler
Mark Armstrong was to bring to the attention of fifties fans some
numbers and artists they might have missed.
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Excellent rockers like Oh Yes by the Charms, Ella Mae Morse's When Boy Kiss Girl, and The Sparks'
A Cuddle and a Kiss show he has succeeded.
If you, like me, were familiar with The Harris Sisters' Kissing Bug, and The Kents’ I Found My Girl,
then know that almost all the tracks are of the high standard this duo demonstrate.
Excellent sleeve notes show a high degree of detailed research.
John Howard

Cliffie Stone, was a connoisseur of both the double bass and
fine food, as the photo of the larger than life character suggests
on the sleeve of this 30 track collection.
This 300-pound giant sang too, and was one of Capitol Records’
most valuable early fifties staffers, producing many of the
fledgling label’s many hits.
Among the artists with whom he is featured here include
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Merrill Moore, Tex Ritter and Merle
Travis.
Wisely, compiler Mark Armstrong has concentrated on uptempo
cuts, so those who have no idea who Cliffie Stone was can
appreciate the man by dancing.
Cliffie cut Blue Moon of Kentucky, which opens the set, at almost the same date in 1954 that Elvis
was recording the song, and it's Cliffie's version most likely to gain the approval of writer Bill Monroe.
There's much Rock'n'Roll among the country stylings, but it's sad to say Perry Como takes the
honours over Tennessee Ernie on Love Makes the World Go Round. I thought I'd never say that...
John Howard

Where were you in '62 was the tagline on the movie American
Graffiti, and the film was accompanied by a couple of LPs that
featured numbers that pre-dated the film by years.
If you really want to experience the hit music of 1962, then check
out this four CD collection that features every track that was in
the Billboard Hot 100 in the same week that Chubby Checker's
version of The Twist topped the chart for the second time,
January 13.
There's no less than seven other Twist hits from the likes of Joey
Dee, Bill Black's Combo and US Bonds, and a Rock'n'Roll rump
from Fats Domino, Jimmy McCracklin and Dion, but this was the
dawning of the age of Bobbies, and so Vee, Darin, and Edwards
are all present.
This chart marked the debut of some acts that would last, like Dick Dale, The Marvelettes and Bobby
Bland, not to mention Ike and Tina Turner.
But it's the stone cold classics, some near-forgotten, like James Ray's If You Gotta Make a Fool of
Somebody, Let There Be Drums by Sandy Nelson and It Will Stand by the Showmen that make this
an essential purchase.
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And there's a 12,000 word booklet that tells the history of every recording.
John Howard

Aim of this series is to feature the debut releases of hit numbers
you may know by others, and it's full of pleasant surprises.
Last Kiss, a teenage tragedy so sad it would take a heart of
stone not to laugh was, for me, by J. Frank Wilson and the
Cavaliers. Not so. It was by Georgia rocker Wayne Cochran who
wrote it.
Well, yes, we know The Crickets originated I Fought the Law,
and arguably Johnny Fuller birthed Haunted House, but would
you associate the surf-influenced Rivieras’ California Sun with
the man who gave us You Talk Too Much, Joe Jones? He did it
first.
The original Over and Over by Bobby Day can be heard on supermarket TV adverts every 20
minutes, so, yes, that's an original, but how did Cliff Richard get hold of I Gotta Know ahead of Elvis
Presley? I must admit, I don't know.
You Don't Have to Be a Baby to Cry was first cut by Moon Mullican, Riders in the Sky were first
spotted by Burl Ives, and Deep in the Heart of Texas (bang, bang, bang) is not a standard but was
composed for Alvino Rey in 1941.
Much more to discover, and a quiz contest winner.
John Howard

From the view on this side of the pond, Jamie Coe cut two
superb singles, Summertime Symphony on Parlophone and
The Fool on London American.
Years later, we found out he was not a major name, and never
hit the US charts despite support from crooner Bobby Darin who
discovered him.
Yet Jamie's legacy remains, as this interesting 23-track
compilation reminds.
Quite apart from leaving Sanford Clark in the dust with his cover
of Sanford's The Fool, doubling the Rock'n'Roll content of the
cut while retaining Al Casey's guitar steal from Howlin' Wolf's
Smokestack Lightning he had numerous other chart-friendly
recordings.
Noteworthies include School Day Blues, How Low is Low, and a demo of Huey Piano Smith's Don't
You Just Know It. However, some of the poppier tracks bury Jamie in a girl chorus, while
makeweights include instrumentals from his sometime backing group The Gigolos.
This Detroit native had a great voice, fantastic rocking backing, from time to time, and some strong
songs. Informative sleeve notes come from ace compiler Roger Dopson.
John Howard
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A tasty 28 tracks of roots Rock'n'Roll and rhythm 'n' blues with
grub as the theme. Fancy some Jambalaya? Then Fats Domino
has got some for you. Green Onions, anyone? Just ask Booker
T. and the MGs.
However, there's nothing quite so obvious among the morsels
on offer. The Mojo Man, aka Little Victor, has once more used
a big spoon to dig deep and there are otherwise unknown, but
mighty toothsome, offerings from Rex Garvin and the Mighty
Cravers with Soul Food, The Earthworms (no thanks) with Mo'
Taters, and T.J. Fowler with Milkshake.
There's even a place to chow down and eat it all, thanks to The
Robins and Smokey Joe's Cafe. I suggest you dig in.
John Howard

Excello label's Lightnin' Slim, Zydeco King Clifton Chenier and
slide guitar maestro Elmore James are among the bigger names
on this hand-picked collection from Little Victor Mac, also known
as the Mojo Man.
But Little Victor knows his stuff and among the offerings from
John Lee Hooker, Buster Brown and Esquerita are some names
you may not know.
Don't worry. Stomp Gordon, Lloyd Nolen and Bruce Coefield
offer uptempo blues to keep the party going, whether you know
them or not.
This whole cross-label series is a valuable addition to your
collection, buy with confidence.
John Howard

A mish-mash of mainly uptempo blues designed for dancing.
Big names include Joe Tex, Smiley Lewis and Muddy Waters,
while compiler Little Victor Mac slips in some obscurities who
have no right to be obscure.
These include Count Demon whose Po Boy label recording My
Isabella deserved more recognition, Chuck Bradford's You're
Going to Miss Me and Bobby Brookes You'd Better Move.
But we know where we are with Jimmy Anderson's Louisiana
blues via Jimmy Reed on Naggin' Dr Feelgood otherwise Piano
Red with the eponymous anthem and Howlin' Wolf's Poor Boy.
Not a bad track in sight.
John Howard
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To his credit, and our enjoyment, Chicago-based pianoman
Sunnyland Slim had one of the longest careers in the blues
business.
This 26-track collection captures his early development as a
strong vocalist and keyboard ace, but pay no attention to that
“rockin” in the title of this Bob Fisher curated compilation.
Mainly slow, late night blues, always with excellent piano work,
but leave that carpet unrolled if you plan to dance anything other
than a smoocher.
Prime cuts include It's All Over Now, Sunnyland Special, a train
song that gave the man born Albert Laundrew his stage name,
and When I Was Young.
John Howard

German keyboard player, vocalist and composer Cat Lee King
has not been lazy during lockdown. He used the time to write
and record his first solo album, leaving his band The Cocks to
do their own thing.
He has a pleasant baritone voice, sings in accent-free English,
plays fine boogie-influenced piano, and looks immaculate in
retro threads.
Ready for the world stage? You'd better believe it.
There's a great balance between standards from the Great
American Songbook like On the Sunny Side of the Street, given
an exciting arrangement, and selected tracks from his
influences including Alberta Hunter, Arbee Stidham and Zuzu Bollin.
John Howard

Honky Tonk singer Red Sovine made an early impact on the
country 'n' western market in a career that stretched into the
seventies, and his early work is celebrated here with a 56-track
double CD.
If you don't know his work, you possibly remember the eighties
CB radio associated Teddy Bear, a hit in both the US and the
UK.
But that's way outside the scope of this collection, which rounds
up A and B sides from his time with MGM and Decca labels in
the fifties.
Red was fortunate in having powerful friends in both Webb
Pierce and Hank Williams, and it was Hank who engineered his
MGM contract.
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Webb duetted with him on the hit Why Baby Why, included here, but Red had a string of hits in his
own right including Hold Everything (Till I Get Home) and If Jesus Came To Your House.
Red looked like a country star in his flashy suits, but thankfully pre-dated Nashville's fixation with
strings, so this will appeal to all roots music fans.
Brilliant booklet, too, with biographical details, pictures, and a detailed sessionography.
John Howard

Larry Williams, singer, composer and piano player, stands just
outside the Top Five of the greatest Rock’n’Rollers of all time.
And regular re-releases like this remind us why.
He not only cut the originals of such classics as Short Fat
Fannie, Dizzy Miss Lizzy and Slow Down, he also wrote them,
and beat groups like The Beatles and The Rolling Stones
swelled his coffers when they covered them.
Not that Bad Boy Larry needed the money. By the time he was
shot dead in the head in 1980, he had made a million pimping
and drug dealing.
This 30-track collection covers his early period on Specialty and
Chess labels, and is suitably book-ended by the 1957 cut Let
Me Tell You Baby and the 1960 recording Fresh Out of Tears which sound like two parts of the
same song.
In between, there are the familiar diamonds like You Bug Me Baby, She Said Yeah, and High School
Dance, plus the less played but still superb Ting-A-Ling, Get Ready and Lawdy Mama.
Good sleeve notes by Bob Fisher, and colour photos, too.
John Howard

Thirty tracks with the theme of love, perhaps, but the aim of this
superb collection is more likely to make you want to dance with
your lady rather than send her flowers.
Dee Jay Mark Armstrong is the man who dug deep into the
Rock'n'Roll archives to unearth mainly unknown vocal group
and solo cuts from artists you probably know.
So we have Conway Twitty, Narvel Felts, The Flairs and
Britain's Ray Ellington alongside the lesser known Jackie
Walker, Sonny Anderson and Jimmie Lee.
The wonderfully named Tommy “Jim” Beam and The Four Fifths
open proceedings with the rocking Little Jewel, before Jackie
Walker gets his teeth into Buddy Holly's Peggy Sue. Without taking away anything from Holly, this
is a tremendous take on the Rock'n'Roll standard with stinging guitar.
The quality does not drop, you are unlikely to have most of these in your collection, so this adds up
to a Best Buy.
John Howard
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Twenty-five tracks celebrating the distaff side of the big beat,
with loads of Babes, and a Big. Don't believe me? There's Baby
Jean, Baby Washington, Babe Wayne, not to mention Big
Maybelle.
Twin highlights for me are Irma Thomas' Don't Mess with My
Man, and Big Maybelle's version of One Monkey Don't Stop the
Show, the B side of her take on Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On.
The biggest names are here, often with less obvious tracks,
among them Etta James with Market Place, Katie Webster with
Hoo Wee Sweet Daddy, and The Bobbettes, who open the
show with Come-A, Come-A. Not a bad track here, if you don't
count The Story Sisters’ Bad Motorcycle. It's a record that has always irritated me, but it's the final
track 25, so you, like me, can skip it if you wish. Other than that, five stars out of five.
John Howard

Louisiana is a particularly rich seam of gold for compiler Mark
Armstrong to mine for this long running compilation series,
which takes the listener from US State to State.
New Orleans music alone has filled hundreds of worthwhile
collections, and lesser-known offerings from Earl King, Bobby
Mitchell, Smiley Lewis and Eddie Bo sparkle in this 28-track
offering.
Add to that superb rockers from the wider state, like Slim Harpo,
Leroy Washington, and Clarence Garlow and you have a near
unbeatable compilation. Precisely how Compton's Richard
Berry, and Chicago's Little Walter managed to sneak in must be
down to their birthplace.
Every single track is a solid rocker, so particular mention to Fats Domino, Smiley Lewis and Jack
Dupree for keeping up the beat. Highly recommended.
John Howard

One of the major top five acts of the doo-wop era, The Harptones
may have influenced the next generation of group harmony
outfits, but their record sales matched neither their singing skills
nor their prestige. This was due to their inability to land a major
label deal, and instead recorded for a series of minor labels,
including Bruce, Essex, X, Paradise, Andrea, Rama, Gee Tip Ton
and numerous others most of whom are totally obscure.
Their major claim to fame was the original of A Sunday Kind of
Love, covered by many others, but their incomparable version
opens a collection which features faultless harmonies, and
consistently polished tenor lead vocals from Willie Winfield, who
also wrote many of their numbers.
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He continued to lead versions of the outfit until retiring aged 89.
Tracks like Why Should I Love You? Life is But a Dream, The Shrine of St Cecilia and What Will I
Tell My Heart sound as fresh today as the time they were cut.
This is a double CD with 54 tracks, and includes not only every A& B side from the group, but also
their backing vocals on hits by Bunny Paul, The Woodside Sisters, and Mabel King, among others.
John Howard

The proud boast of the Rhythm Bomb label is “all killer, no filler”
and since it specialises in re-issue collections, it can live up to
that boast.
From time to time, it puts out new and original material which
fits with its Rock'n'Roll/rocking blues policy – and, it would
appear, that “all killer” boast holds true for this debut 14-tracker
from an ace three piece Dutch outfit.
Wild, primitive and with a drummer who uses his bass drum for
the bass lines, Little Hat is a spin off from long-term five piece
Stackhouse and was initially an acoustic duo featuring Machiel
Meijers on vocals and harmonica, and Willem van Dullemen on
guitar.
But thanks to rude club-goers talking over their act, they added a drummer, Paolo de Stigter and
went electric to not only silence the chatterboxes, but also make them sit up and listen.
They sound just great on a selection of well-chosen revivals from the likes of Doctor Ross, Jerry
McCain and Houndog Taylor. The title track comes from a Papa Lightfoot cover, and other highlights
include the opener, Clema, and a storming version of Highway 61 that its writer Sunnyland Slim
would perhaps not recognise.
Machiel's vocals and harp blowing are exemplary, and I'd love to catch their live set.
Hats off to Little Hat!
John Howard

This second food themed collection of rocking rhythm'n'blues
from the fifties and early sixties has a sub-title “Meatless
Edition”.
And that's no joke. Curator Little Victor Mac aka The Mojo Man
has found 28 tracks that have grub in the title and lyrics but not
a single steak, sausage or chop involved.
So we have opener Wynonie Harris suggesting Get With the
Grits, Marvin Phillips and the Good Timers offering Hot Biscuits
and Gravy and Louis Jordan serving up Beans and Cornbread.
It's all tasty from soup to crackers, with Ike Turner, Sonny Terry
and Brownie McGee and Hal Singer on a musical menu that
includes some hot instrumentals among the vocals, and a theme that's likely to run and run.
John Howard
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By Volume 9 of this superb series, you might think the quality
might be slipping. Wrong! Yet another great 28 tracker, with
some real gems, fewer well known tracks, but loads of
undiscovered items to add to your collection.
Shooty Booty by Ivory Joe Hunter, The US Searchers’ Ooo
Wee, and The Kents’ I Found My Girl might be familiar to
aficionados, but fantastic sax-lead instrumental Blo Jangs by
The Savoys from the American Arnie label, maybe not.
Other acts include The 5 Royales, Dave Dixon and The Cupids,
while the King Curtis take on The Honeydripper is the best
version of this Joe Liggins standard, many would claim.
Well done once again to co-ordinator Little Victor Mac.
John Howard

A wide ranging 30 tracker which covers Rock'n'Roll, rockin'
blues, rockabilly and, unusually, a couple of Brits, in the person
of Cliff Richard with I'm Gonna Get You, and Dickie Pride with
Betty Betty.
Opener is Billy Brown, famed for Flip Out, who offers Look Out
Heart (Here Comes Love), a lighweight pop offering with girl
chorus, enlivened by a bass guitar solo.
It's not possible to hear Bobby Darin's self-penned I Want You
With Me too often, not least for his pronounced Brooklyn accent,
and the fact it was covered by Elvis. A hard rocker, one of his
best cuts.
Other known names include Carl Perkins with Glad All Over, Mac Curtis with Say So, and Johnny
Preston with Kissin' Tree.
Compiler Mark Armstrong cast his net wide for this collection, but all in all, a worthwhile listen.
John Howard

Instro fans will find this a goldmine of excellent and often
unknown Rock'n'Roll with no more than a shouted exultation in
the way of vocals.
There's guitar-led, and sax-led numbers in this 30-track
compilation which stays well away from the obvious, despite
appearances from The Champs, The Flee-Rekkers and Bo
Diddley.
Boots Brown and His Blockbusters’ Cerveza was inspired by
The Champs and Tequila, but behind the Boots facade was
jazzman Shorty Rogers and his band, too embarrassed to be
playing Rock'n'Roll under their own names. A steaming track,
originally on RCA, despite this.
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No Duane Eddy, Dick Dale or Link Wray, but this, of course, is only Volume 1, with future delights
to come.
Meanwhile dig in to The Pharaohs’ Jack-Knife, The Rockaways’ Rampage, The Shades’ Shady
Lady. The series title is reflected in The Frantics’ The Whip, with suitable sound effects from whip
artist Monty Whiplash, not to mention Whippy Wow by The Flamethrowers.
John Howard

The theme of this collection is guitars, with a mixture of rockin'
blues and straight Rock'n'Roll to delight. With a dash of gospel,
thanks to Sister Rosetta Tharpe, the first woman to tote an
electric guitar onto a UK stage and prove she could play it.
There are some known names here, with Mickey Baker shining
on the standard Old Devil Moon, a six string tour de force that
is worth the price of the CD alone.
Session man Rene Hall's Do It Up Right gives the collection its
name, and if you haven't come across him before, he is the man
whose picking enlivened hundreds of hits from Larry Williams’
Dizzy Miss Lizzy to Johnny Burnette's Cincinnati Fireball.
The Falcons, famed for I Found a Love, were equally appreciated for their guitarist Robert Ward
and his unique Magnatone amplifier, and it is used to good effect on Kiss and Make Up.
Bigger names include Freddy King, Roy Brown, Guitar Slim and John Lee Hooker, while Flash Terry
with his laidback and effective On My Way Back Home suggests further investigation into his other
recordings.
John Howard

A cross label compilation which chronicles this wonderful if
under-rated singer who fronted both Billy Ward's Dominoes and
The Drifters before a sterling solo career.
Without Clyde McPhatter's high tenor vocals as an inspiration,
there would have been no Jackie Wilson, Smokey Robinson or
Marvin Gaye, it is claimed.
So, an important artist indeed. But more to the point, he cut
some great Rock'n'Roll including the originals of Such a Night,
Let the Boogie Woogie Roll and What'cha Gonna Do, all
included here, the last regarded as the template for Hank
Ballard's The Twist.
His solo hits still remembered include the sublime A Lover's Question. Lovey Dovey and Lover
Please also here.
There's a sprinkling of later cuts on MGM and Mercury, but although the hard rocking Bip Bam is
here, there's no Deep Sea Ball or Sadie My Lady, for my money two of his best.
This marks the label debut of a new Koko Mojo series “Spotlight On” some major early stars of the
Big Beat.
McPhatter had several major awards after he passed on in 1972 at the age of 39. He was inducted
twice into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, as a solo artist in 1987, and then as a founder member
of The Drifters in 1988.
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The United States Postal Service issued a stamp in his honour in 1993. As a member of Billy Ward
and The Dominoes, he was inducted into the Vocal Group Hall of Fame in 2006. His home state
inducted him into the North Carolina Music Hall of Fame in 2009.
Clyde spent two years living in the UK from 1968 to 1970, but I wasn't there, so I never got to meet
him, more's the pity.
John Howard

This 25-track compendium of African-American rockin' females
brings to 100 the number of songs in this series which proves
there was more to the genre than the holy trio of LaVern Baker,
Etta James and Ruth Brown.
Just outside the top three must be Tiny Topsy, whose booming,
amusing and hard rocking How You Changed, sub-titled After
Marriage Blues, has my whole house joining in the chorus of
“Shut Up, Shut Up, Shut Up” whenever I play it. I think they may
also be reflecting on the volume I play it.
My other favourite in this volume is Dean and Jean's Please
Don't Tell Me Now, in retrospect tied with Shirley and Lee's
superb Rockin' With The Clock.
Other fine ladies include Baby Washington, Lulu Reed and Priscilla Bowman.
Perhaps the most unusual arrangement here is Betty O'Brien's 1962 revival of the Drifters' Money
Honey which has a Jaw Harp producing an odd drone throughout, but it works perfectly.
John Howard

Before TV's Hee Haw and his huge number of big sellers, Buck
Owens was a struggling country artist who also played
rockabilly on the side.
This excellent compilation gathers up some of the near hits,
misses and modest sellers the pre-fame Buck cut from the early
fifties up to 1962/
There are seventeen Owens solo recordings, two Rockabilly
performances as Corky Jones, two duets with Rose Maddox,
and ten appearances as a supporting vocalist, musician or band
member with his wife Bonnie Owens, Cousin Herb Henson’s
Trading Post Group, Bill Woods, Bud Hobbs, Jean Sheppard,
Tommy Collins, The Farmer Boys, Wanda Jackson, and Tommy Sands.
Buck had a charming stage manner, a great voice, and when he teamed up with his band The
Buckaroos, an unbeatable sound.
This album includes a fascinating cover version of Hot Dog from Pico Pete, which is the only
recording Buck is not performing on. This was bootlegged in the Fed/Reb EP series in the seventies.
The album is housed in a nice looking cardboard sleeve, designed to avoid the use of plastic.
John Howard
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Eddie Bo's energetic I Love to Rock'n'Roll sums up this series
with a storming opener to a 28-tracker featuring sepia sons of
the steamy south.
Fats Domino, Clarence Frogman Henry, Champion Jack
Dupree and Larry Williams were born and raised here before
they took their music to the world, finding fame and fortune,
Little Sonny Jones, Eddie Lang and Roland Cook, with
respectively, I Got Booted, She's Mine All Mine and I've Got a
Girl are the musical equals of their better known brethren and
well worth a listen.
The timescale of the collection runs from 1953 to 1960, an era
when Louisiana acts ruled the charts. Here's why.
John Howard

Who knew Muddy Waters joined the Twist craze back in the
sixties? Not me, but Little Victor Mac, aka The Mojo Man, did,
and as the compiler of this compelling series chose it to include
it in this rocking rhythm'n'blues collection.
As usual, he swerves the obvious, concentrating on little known
tracks by artists you probably know, like Floyd Dixon, Little Willie
John and Roy Brown. His preference is tracks for dancing, so
we have Jimmy Reed's best mover, Shame Shame Shame, The
Majestics’ Hard Times, and Annie Ross with Twisted.
Opening the collection is what must be the original of What'cha
Gonna Do by Chuck Willis, best known by Ronnie Hawkins, and
presented here with the swagger and funky tempo that Ronnie's version lacks. My personal favourite
is Rudy Moore's highly danceable, if nonsensical, Ring A Ling Dong. But there's no filler here at all.
John Howard

Before brothers Johnny and Dorsey Burnette started making
hits, they were taking hits. Both were champion boxers as
youngsters, but are remembered not only for their own fine
catalogue of recordings, but also the charters they composed
for others.
Their career is condensed into thirty titles here of which four are
performances from the brothers together or solo. Appearing
alongside the brothers are Johnny Garner, Ricky Nelson, Jackie
Walker, Little Tony and His Brothers, The Checkers, Sonny
Anderson, Los Zodiac, Roy Brown, Kay Barry, Gene Vincent
and many more.
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The concept is brought to life by designer Urban Zotel and compiled and annotated by Dee Jay
Mark Armstrong, who has taken the road less travelled in his choice of artists, which makes for
interesting listening.
He could have chosen Johnny Faire for Bertha Lou, Rick Nelson for Believe What You say and
Dennis Herrold for Hip Shaking Baby, instead we have otherwise unheard versions by Los Zodiac,
Little Tony and his Brothers and Roy Brown respectively.
Waitin' in School is present here not in the hitmaking Rick Nelson version, but an excellent cover by
Frankie Lymon while Little Too Much is by The Keil Isles rather than Rick himself, offered in a more
country style.
Good choices all and a worthy tribute to these Lauderdale Court veterans who grew up alongside
Elvis.
John Howard

Belgium based and of Italian extraction, Emma Mattucci is a
singer and piano player whose guitarist father, Mario, has been
a member of Belgium’s top rockabilly band, The Be-Bops, for
forty years. On this, her debut album, Mario Mattucci provides
instrumental support on guitar, bass and drums.
Emma is also a nifty songwriter, with the bright swinging title
track and opener being one of half-a-dozen of her own
compositions. The simply titled You has a country feel to it and
features a groovy guitar break. Another snappy number, Hey
Daddy, is a plea to borrow her pa’s car next Saturday night. Just
Only You is a tenderly sung melodic rock ballad, while the
upbeat Jealous Guy fairly rocks along with some sparkling guitar work. An atmospheric vocal sound
on Someone To Care plus a twangy guitar accompaniment leads me to consider this to be the best
of her own songs.
The other seven tracks are an interesting selection of interpretations of mainly lesser-known
numbers with the notable exception of Teenager In Love. A decent stab at it, complete with backing
vocals, suffers by comparison to Dion & The Belmonts’ definitive version, but then so did Helen
Shapiro’s rendition.
Datin’ was recorded by teenage hillbilly singer Sunshine Ruby back in 1953. The jolly rendering
here is aided by a very good musical accompaniment. My favourite cut on this album is Lookout
Heart, attributed to songwriter Lila Duncan and originally recorded by her husband Coy Jackson. A
red hot country bopper, well-sung and enlivened by plenty of gutsy guitar licks.
Marcel Riesco’s Candy Kisses chugs along merrily with a chunky guitar sound and bright vocals.
Another worthy effort is made with the Boudleaux Bryant composition One More Year To Go, which
Janis Martin recorded at her first RCA Victor session. Basically a high school romance is nipped in
the bud when the singer’s sweetheart graduates, leaving her behind.
Written by famed country songwriter Harlan Howard and recorded by his wife Jan, The Real Me is
a well-crafted tale of unrequited love. A nice arrangement and sung with feeling. As recorded by
Patsy Cline, I Love You Honey is a catchy little ditty with the amusing pay off line “most of all I love
your automobile”
Overall, a competent first offering showcasing Emma Mattuci’s burgeoning ability as a singer, pianist
and songwriter. The CD is housed in a quality, laminated digi-pack style wallet as is now customary
from CJRO.
Lee Wilkinson
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A masterpiece from the one man band virtuoso who was booked
into the studio during last year, and based on suggestions
selected seventeen tracks. Probably a dozen more familiar to
fans of R&B, no self-penned tracks this time around and just
one Elvis song, but what a tribute.
Not wishing to recycle reviews of familiar tunes I’ll just pen a few
outstanding snips jumping to track 3 Clyde McPhatter’s “A
Lovers Question” with an outstanding lead vocal, the bass vocal
in “Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart” The falsetto in “Only
have Eyes for You”. The swing in the western swing “You Can’t
Pull The Wool Over My Eyes” with accordion, slide guitar
(steel?) and nice guitar, the vocal on the 1954 jump blues
Wynonie Harris’ ”Quiet Whisky”, the iconic guitar riff on Junior
Parker’s “Feelin’ Good”, the stuttering vocal on “Eager Beaver Baby”, the whole darn Elvis’ “I Beg
of You”, simply superb. “Chain Gang” has that Sam Cooke feel, but the song has never been a
favourite of mine with dodgy lyrics such as “wearing a frown” rather than a ball and chain, but
“wearing a gown” would have been funny! The Johnny Cash arrangement on the 1951 Tex Williams
western swing “Lost My Gal from Memphis”. One or two typo slip ups seem to curse CJRO, but
Pat’s not got round to being his own reviewer yet!

Nine pages containing record photos and discography but none
of the man himself. Chuck Norris was a guitar virtuoso brought
up in Chicago, a devotee of Charlie Christian playing as a
“sidesman” to many established artists. His switch to blues and
rhythm & blues widened interest, and he eventually appeared
on record as back up and then under his own name.
Playing the opening tracks of this 23 track CD had me thinking
the tone arm was repeating the previous track and in fact track
2 and 3 are the same songs but with different bands. If I had not
continued to play the rest of the tracks I would have filed this
album as jazz in the mould of the Nat King Cole or Charles
Brown trios. However, reaching about half way we get the “new
sound” – rhythm & blues as we understand with a focus on both
elements, when it’s faster it’s rhythm when it’s slow it’s blues.
For instance, track 9 offers “Chicken Neck (Rockin’ after Hours)” a nice walking R&B instrumental,
in similar vein to “Honky Tonk”. Track 11 is a “proper” blues tune and track 12 gets tough, but we
have only just over one minute retained of the full recording. I am pleased that the hisses and
crackles are left in on a couple of tracks dubbed from 78rpm to create a dated ambience.
The bonus tracks from number 18 include Little Willie Littlefield providing the best piano on the
platter, and gems from Floyd Dixon, Pearl Taylor, Red Calender and Little Boyd, Chuck is on all
these recordings.
Not a Rock'n'Roll album and in general I would say mainly the bluesy side of R&B, but one of quality
that you might want to slip in between your “honkers and shouters”. Daniel Gugloz helped with the
original recordings and AWGH provided the liner notes and discography.
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19 trax of pure big band rhythm & blues from the early to mid
1950s. 16 pages containing photos and sleeve notes penned by
Aisha Kahn and compiled by Leo Catalan Castro.
Danny was spotted at a New York amateur contest in 1950 and
went on to be signed up to Savoy, Jubilee and De-Luxe labels.
He was booked for the infamous Moondogs Coronation Ball
March 21st 1952 which is considered to be the first Rock'n'Roll
show; concerts are for the classical fraternity. I guess somebody
knows if he performed before the police shut down the show.
A quality voice which I prefer to Roy Brown’s and the CD
includes “Rockin” Chair Blues” to base a comparison, and
overall can be compared to Tommy “Weepin’ & Crying’” Brown.
Three tracks immortalise Tommy with a pleadin’ and sobbin’ down on your knees vocal. Five
numbers that could be considered in the Rock'n'Roll vein with a couple of jivers.
One such track, and my favourite is “Rockaway Blues,” a great hand clapper with hip lyrics plus sax
break,and a rockin’ big band riff though out. The rest of the tracks are slower, such as “Danny Boy”,
not my favourite, but an opportunity to be impressed by the mellow tones. Oddly Billboard reviews
Cobb as a “husky” vocal, I am not so sure I would agree with that.
The price of these three CDs is £10 each or a very generous £6 each to Woodies. To order go to
https://www.facebook.com/cjrorecords/ or click on http://www.tftw.org.uk/ then “LINKS”
Ken Major

Imagine you’re a 91-year-old gospel singer. You haven’t recorded
anything secular for 60 years… well then it’s about darn time Bear
Family did a limited edition 10” LP, with an accompanying CD, which
collect together all of your Rockabilly boppers and uptempo country
you recorded from ’54 to ’61. That kinda sums up the Bear Family way
of doing things.
The nonagenarian is Bill Carter who only had a few releases in his
heyday, cutting great records for local labels then shifting to another
for a shot at the big time. His last Country record on the D label picked
up some action locally and was leased to MGM where it suffered a
fate it didn’t deserve.
For the rockabilly fans there’s Bill’s ‘I Wanna Feel Good’ that he cut
for Talley in ’57, and the title track which had a very rare release on
Ozark in ’60. Bill has a beautiful baritone voice – he rocked easily and
the songs were always interesting. It’s probably his last 45 ‘Shot Four Times and Dyin’ on D/MGM that’s his
lasting legacy of his secular days – a bopping country track about an ill-fated jail escape. I’ve had the 45 for
years and it sounds tremendous on this LP and on the CD too.
As you’d always expect from Bear Family, it’s the extra work that makes this a treat – there’s a lovely 12page accompanying booklet that delves into Bill’s life; the first 200 purchases direct from Bear Family come
with a signed photo of Bill too.
Bill carried on making music for the Lord with the Bill Carter Singers and has led a happy and successful life.
Unlike a lot of singers who look down on their early recordings, Bill is justifiably proud and so he should be –
this is roots music of the highest order.

John Spencely
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Not a great deal to Buzz about as we continue to climb out of this dreadful
pandemic, little more to say that has not already been mentioned in my page 3
column except to say after what has been, for so many of you, over a year of
house arrest, as we can finally see a light at end of the tunnel, I hope that each and every one of
you, your families and friends have come through it all unscathed.
Once again for us all to meet up again at live shows, social events and our traditional gang meet
ups in central London which have been an integral cog in the mighty TFTW wheel for four decades.
To whet your appetite for when you finally step out to enjoy live music, I now hand over to Dave
"Jazz Junction" Carroll for another of his meticulously researched gig guides.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
The continuing list of gigs that appear on venue websites, but which likely will need a massive change in the
present coronavirus situation for any of them to go ahead.
June 2021
29
Tuesday
The Isley Brothers
Feature original member Ronald Isley (1954) and Ernie Isley (1973).
Hammersmith Apollo £52.25 to £75.25 + fees
July 2021
7 - 9 Wednesday - Friday The Fatback Band
Disco favourites from the 1970s and 1980s.
Jazz Café
£30 - £35 + fees

www.americanmusicmagazine.com

17
Saturday
Si Cranstoun
Expect dance-flavoured entertainment, likely to include swing, rock ‘n’
roll, rhythm & blues, soul and ska.
Under The Bridge
£19 + fees
20
Monday
George Thorogood & The Destroyers
Boogie-blues with the emphasis on rock, it has been said.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£52.35 - £61.96 + fees
August 2021
27 - 28 Friday - Saturday
Roy Ayers
One of the stars of jazz funk., soul jazz etc, still going strong at 80.
Jazz Café
£30 - £35 + fees
September 2021
7
Tuesday
Howard Hewett
Lead singer of Shalamar and a solo artist in his own right.
Jazz Café
£25 + fees
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20
Monday
Martha Wainwright
Folk royalty. Father is Loudon Wainwright III, mother Kate McGarrigle, brother Rufus Wainwright, and
half-sister is Lucy Wainwright Roche.
Union Chapel
£39.50 + fees
26
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees
November 2021
6 & 7 Saturday & Sunday The Black Pumas
Rising duo who mixes psychedelic soul with Latin hip-hop
influences.
Saturday – rescheduled date. Sunday – new booking.
The Roundhouse
£28.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

16 - 18 Tuesday - Thursday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a
century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
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